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ABSTRACT
A small yet notable hypoxic event manifests east of the Birdfoot Delta in the
Mississippi Sound and Bight (MSAB). The shallow shelf environment of the MSAB is
affected by a host of complex physical interactions and separating the influences of each
process is difficult to accomplish with in-situ data alone. A physical model using high
resolution atmospheric forcing has been developed which provides insights into the
physical interactions in this coastal marine system heavily influenced by freshwater
plumes and diurnal wind forcing. Twin experiments using a high temporal (hourly) and
spatial (0.01 deg) resolution meteorological analysis product, along with a temporally
filtered version, have been performed to investigate the influence of the diurnal sea
breeze on the flushing of estuarine waters onto the shelf.
Results from these numerical experiments have provided a detailed perspective on
flushing times and the impacts on the appearance of the poorly understood hypoxic event
in the MSAB. The higher resolution atmospheric forcing has demonstrable impacts on
the hydrodynamics of the MSAB. The twin experiments highlight the influence of diurnal
sea-breeze forcing, which impacts bottom water flushing times in areas known to be
hypoxia hotspots. The experiments show that the probability of hypoxia formation
decreases when diurnal energy is present due to its impact on water column stability.
Finally, the wind fields used to conduct the twin experiments are combined to create a
seasonal evolution of the sea-land breeze circulation within the MSAB that was not
previously realized using the in-situ data alone.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen oceanic biogeochemistry become an increasing focus of
climate change research. Biogeochemical processes in the coastal zone play an important
role in the cycling of carbon and key nutrients that sustain marine productivity such as
nitrogen (N) and phosphorous (P) as phosphate (PO4), nitrate (NO3), and ammonium
(NH4). Increases in global population and anthropogenic activity near coastal oceans has
led to increases in nutrient fluxes (Diaz & Rosenberg, 2008; Rabalais & Turner, 2001).
The increases in anthropogenic activity can generate from point source (wastewater
treatment plants) and nonpoint source (agricultural practices, urban runoff, and
atmospheric deposition) and have particularly increased the N flux to the coastal oceans
and impacted regional ecosystems and economies (Rabalais et al., 2009).
Climate change caused by human activity causes nutrient over-enrichment along
the coasts and consequently increases in primary production through the increase in
phytoplankton growth. The increase in primary production is called eutrophication and
has widespread effects on coastal ecosystems. Coastal managers are interested in
understanding eutrophication in a coastal water body because it is associated with an
increasing rate of carbon accumulation and decreasing dissolved oxygen (DO)
concentrations in coastal waters. Low concentrations of DO (<2mg/L) in water is a
phenomena called hypoxia (Rabalais, Turner, & Wiseman Jr, 2002) that is a naturally
occurring phenomena and is often a symptom of eutrophication from nutrient loading
(Rabalais et al., 2014). Considering the increasing human activities along the coasts (i.e.,
increasing population, agricultural expansion, increases in food and energy consumption),
it is easy to see the links between coastal populations and hypoxia occurrences as shown
1

in Figure 1.1 (Diaz & Rosenberg, 2008). Tracking the hypoxic extent and growth is
important for coastal managers as they cause physiological and behavioral abnormalities
that cause stress to a marine ecosystem (Rabalais et al., 2014).

Figure 1.1 Global coastal hypoxia.
Each red dot (n=762) represents a documented case of hypoxia or eutrophication related to human activities. The data shown were
compiled using a literature search by Robert Diaz, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, and the Water Resources Institute. Data
replotted from https://www.wri.org/our-work/project/eutrophication-and-hypoxia/interactive-map-eutrophication-hypoxia

The largest hypoxic events that experience the anthropogenically increased
nutrient loads and are experiencing increasing dead zones are located in the Baltic Sea,
the Chesapeake Bay and in the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 1.1). The Gulf of Mexico hypoxic
zone is home to one of the largest seasonal hypoxic event in the world located along the
Louisiana/Texas (LA/TX) shelf and is heavily influenced by the dominance of freshwater
along the shelf (Levin et al., 2009). This large event can cause significant economic
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damage to the seafood and tourism industries in the GOM (Diaz & Solow, 1999; Smith et
al., 2017).
Coastal hypoxia in many regions is seasonal and occurs with elevated nutrient
inputs fueling primary productivity and seasonal stratification of the water column
typically set up by temperature or salinity differences. The seasonal stratification causes a
restriction of resupply of DO to the bottom waters and allows the rate of consumption of
oxygen (by microbial communities) to surpass the rate of supply, leading to oxygen
drawdown. A major driver of the formation of the LA/TX hypoxic zone is riverine
discharge combined with the subsequent organic and inorganic nutrient loading to the
coastal waters from the Mississippi/Atchafalaya riverine discharge. The increased
nutrient loading from the riverine discharge cause increases in phytoplankton growth and
primary production and the physical heating of the surface waters and influx of
freshwater from rivers in the summer months causes a strong pycnocline to develop
restricting oxygen supply to bottom waters (Wiseman, Rabalais, Turner, Dinnel, &
MacNaughton, 1997).
Because of this linkage to the resupply of oxygenated waters, efforts to accurately
represent the biogeochemical cycling of DO need to have a strong understanding of the
physical dynamics of a region. Hypoxia does not only occur along the LA/TX shelf, there
are other estuaries and bays in the GOM that exhibit low oxygen conditions. The
connectivity between the estuaries, shelf waters and the open ocean makes it so that these
hypoxic events rarely remain in one area. This connectivity can affect the formation or
persistence of a hypoxic event as the controlling mechanisms will evolve between
formation and subsequent advection within the MSAB or elsewhere along the Gulf Coast.
3

Understanding the controls for smaller scale hypoxic events in areas adjacent to the
LA/TX shelf is important for developing holistic understanding the spatio-temporal
variability of hypoxia in the northern Gulf of Mexico. These adjacent areas are less
frequently subjected to the MS River watershed’s heavy nutrient loadings. However, the
other relevant hydrological and physical processes are present. Thus, these adjacent
regions can offer insight into natural hypoxia occurrence in the region in the absence of
anthropogenic influences.
Continental shelves are known to be highly productive and play a key role in the
global cycling of elements such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen (Fennel et al.,
2006). However, the exact role of the continental shelf on biogeochemical cycling is
poorly quantified. Less is understood about the complex continental shelf interactions
between the biological, chemical, and physical processes and how they affect the DO
levels within the Mississippi Sound (MSS) and Mississippi Bight (MSB) region just east
of the LA/TX shelf event. Quantifying the controls on biogeochemical cycling in coastal
zones will have to rely on both models and observations.
The Mississippi Sound and Bight (MSAB) region is less influenced by the waters
coming from the direct MS River outflow and is in fact more influenced by local riverine
sources such as the Pearl River that discharges a large amount of water into the MSS and
Tensaw and Alabama Rivers that flow out through Mobile Bay into the MSB (Greer et
al., 2018; Sanial et al., 2019). The MSAB is a shallow shelf environment and vertical and
horizontal mixing of the waters is strongly influenced by atmospheric forcing that is in
turn strongly influenced in the summer months by the diurnal heating of the land surface.
This diurnal heating creates a gradient between the land and ocean therefor producing
4

winds that flow offshore or onshore on a 24-hour period called the sea-land breeze cycle
(Davis & Ward, 1889).
The physical dynamics that affect the hypoxic formation and movement of low
DO waters in the MSAB might be different from the LA/TX shelf event, but the
interactions between the physical and biogeochemical factors are not well understood yet
(Brunner et al., 2006). Understanding the physical connectivity between regions is critical
in managing marine issues such as hypoxia. This study presents a physical model and
uses the simulations of twin experiments (high resolution and 24 hour filtered wind
forcing) to evaluate the effect of diurnal wind forcing on the circulation and connectivity
between the MSS and MSB. Using twin experiments the difference between the lower
resolution and the higher resolution results can be useful in explaining the effects caused
by only the diurnal frequency. The hypotheses of this thesis are as follows:
1. How will the higher temporal and spatial resolution of atmospheric forcing
affect the hydrodynamics of the model solution as compared to the
CONCORDE 2016 spring and summer field campaign in situ measurements?
2. How does the role of diurnal forcing (such as sea breeze) in the area affect the
formation, duration, or location of hypoxic events within the MSS and MSB?
This research seeks to investigate the physical controls of hypoxia generation and
duration in the MSAB region. Model simulations are used to gain insight into the
dynamics of a system and are a useful tool, particularly in under sampled regions, as they
can provide environmental context that is valuable for describing discrete data points.
The importance of diurnal forcing in the MSAB on the flushing and transport of material

5

can be highlighted using twin experiments that include and remove diurnal atmospheric
forcing.
In an area dominated by freshwater inflow, understanding the dynamics of the
circulation between coastal waters and the inner shelf will aid in understanding of
biogeochemical interactions that occur. Coupled physical-biogeochemical models are
implemented to describe the interactions between the physical parameters and the
biological communities, but understanding the important physical mechanisms is
important to setting up these models. Then the information provided by coupled physicalbiogeochemical models can be used to contribute towards developing more refined
resource management strategies (Wiggert et al., 2017). This study will highlight the skill
of the msbROMS physical model for the spring and summer 2016 time periods. It will
also examine the role of diurnal forcing on the MSAB’s circulation dynamics and
estuarine – shelf exchange by comparing twin experiments to investigate how the diurnal
forcing could be affecting flushing times and if that could influence hypoxic condition set
up and break down.
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CHAPTER II - BACKGROUND
2.1 Study Area
The MSS and MSB are located to the east of the MS River Bird Foot Delta and
are the main components of the coastal shelf and estuarine environments off the coast of
Mississippi, Alabama, and eastern Louisiana. The MSAB region is characterized by a
100 km long chain of barrier islands that geographically separates the coastal-estuarine
waters of the Mississippi Sound and the shelf waters of the Mississippi Bight (Eleuterius,
1978). The two systems exchange energy and material via different mechanisms.
Therefore, understanding the dynamics of the exchange between the two systems is
important to setting up management practices for a sustainable coastline in an area that is
impacted by frequent storms, oil spills, and increasing stress from coastal urban
development.
The MSS is a semi enclosed estuarine system that stretches approximately 130 km
along the GOM coast from the western side of Mobile Bay, Alabama to Lake Borgne,
Louisiana. The MSS stretches along the coastline and has wide tidal passes with
exchange to the MSB. Pass aux Heron’s strait connects the MSS to the Mobile Bay
estuary to the east, and Lake Borgne and Lake Pontchartrain connect the western influx
of the MSS (Figure 2.1). Mobile Bay contributes a large riverine discharge to the MSS
and MSB. The bay is large (1,070l m2), and shallow (average 3m depth), and has a large
human population along its coastline.
The MSB coastal plain has a low slope and is separated from MSS by a chain of
barrier islands. The Mississippi Sound is very shallow and more than 99% is shallower
than 6 m (Kjerfve, 1983b). There are two shipping channels in the MSS extending
7

southward from the cities of Pascagoula and Gulfport that are approximately 20 m deep.
An interesting geomorphic feature of the MSS is the many tidal passes that are located
between the barrier islands: Petit Bois Island (Petit Bois Pass), Cat Island (Ship Island
Pass), Horn Island (Horn Island Pass), and Ship Island (Dogs Key Pass). A chain of
north-south oriented barrier islands called the Chandeleur Islands borders the Mississippi
Bight to the west. The Chandeleur Sound is the shallow water to the west of the barrier
islands that connects to the Breton Sound in the south (Figure 2.1). The bathymetry in the
north of the Chandeleur Sound forms a trough that slopes seaward towards the GOM and
narrows westward towards Cat Island, Mississippi and provides an intermediate
connection to the MSS (Moshogianis et al., 2013).

Figure 2.1 True color MODIS image of MSAB region
True color image from MODIS of region shows the high influence of suspended particulate matter along the nearshore region. Labels
mark the main geographic features in the Mississippi Sound and Mississippi Bight.
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The complex coastal geography plays a role in the physical dynamics of the
ecosystems within the estuaries in the MSAB. The shape and bathymetry of the MSS and
MSB are important to the estuarine circulation and tidal exchange. The coastlines of
Mississippi and eastern Louisiana are perpendicular to each other which can affect the
circulation in the region. This perpendicular coastline has been thought to be an important
influence on the seasonal outlook of the sea-land breeze (SLB) patterns. These unique
wind patterns in turn affect the coastal circulation and determine where the freshwater
effluent will go once it leaves the riverine source.
The ecosystem services that the MSS and MSB provide to the tourism and
fisheries industries makes it a highly profitable resource to the states that border it. The
region is host to such marine species as benthic fish, oysters, mollusks, and crustaceans
that are important to the economy of the coast. These ecosystem services are being
threatened as pollution from various sources such as oil spills and urban runoff as well as
fish kills caused by the nutrient-related hypoxia (Freeman et al., 2019; Thronson &
Quigg, 2008; Turner & Rabalais, 2019). For instance, a large Mobile Bay hypoxic event
in the early 1970s killed over $500,000 USD in stocks along with subsequent costs due to
poor recruitment during the severe hypoxic years (Diaz & Rosenberg, 2008). Task forces
and coastal managers have put forth effort to reduce these loads recently. Understanding
the physical influences on hypoxic formation and break down can aid the efforts to
reduce the nutrient loading more efficiently.
2.2 Hydrodynamics of the Mississippi Sound and Bight
As previously stated, the MSS and MSB exchange coastal waters and represent an
important pathway that links the freshwater dominated coastal estuarine waters with the
9

salty oceanic shelf waters from the Bight. The estuaries in the GOM interact heavily with
processes that originate terrestrially, on the shelf through river discharge, and with
oceanic processes such as the loop current interactions. The spatial and temporal scales
differ between these interactions as well with estuaries that are smaller and with
processes that occur on a faster timescale than the open ocean. This variability in scales
and processes makes it difficult to separate the physical mechanisms that could be
responsible for cycling in the MSAB.
The MSB represents a complex shelf system with numerous processes that
modify the circulation patterns (Figure 2.2). There are three key physical interactions
shown in Figure 2.2 that affect the circulation of a shelf system. The first is the modal
response to forcing and shelf state: variable wind forcing, resonant tidal forcing,
instabilities in geostrophic flow, upwelling and downwelling, river plumes, and bottom
drag. The second is the interactions that are driving mixing: interactions between low and
high modes, shear spiking, wave-wave interactions, geostrophic shear, plume front
interactions, and the stratified bottom boundary layer. The third key physical group of
interactions is the cross-shelf transport mechanisms: straining of density gradients,
upwelling and downwelling, timing of the river plumes, and coastal inhibition (i.e.,
stratification inhibiting the deepening of the mixed layer). The proximity to land affects
the influence of the diurnal sea-land breeze as there is a stronger influence closer to land
than in the open ocean. It is important to note that Figure 2.2 highlights the majority of
the physical interactions in a shelf environment, it does not highlight all of them. Some
other key interactions include wave action and sediment transport.
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A clear understanding of these interactions is limited because of the broad range
of both high frequency (internal waves, diurnal tides, tidally pulsed river plumes) and low
frequency (upwelling and downwelling circulation, and buoyant coastal currents)
interactions. Teasing apart the different mechanisms represented in Figure 3 can be
difficult to do but having a high-resolution numerical model can be a useful tool to
describe the physical dynamics that sporadic sampling cannot capture.

w

Figure 2.2 Conceptual diagram showing various physical phenomena across the inner
and middle shelf transition zone.
Figure courtesy of Brian Dzwonkowski.

The exchange between the Sound and Bight through tidal inlet passes is important
for the biochemical exchange processes. The movement and variability of the ocean
currents is primarily influenced in the nGOM by winds and high freshwater discharge
plumes. The exchange of the shelf and estuarine waters through the tidal inlets is
presumably also highly influenced by the winds and freshwater plumes. Understanding
11

the physics of between the MSS and MSB is the baseline for understanding the
biogeochemical exchange processes. The MSAB is host to such marine species as benthic
fish, mollusks, and crustaceans that are important to the ecosystems as well as the
economy. Therefore these exchange pathways are important dynamics in how the
biogeochemical and planktonic constituents, coastal pollutants and other toxins are
moved through these habitats (Cambazoglu et al., 2017; Greer et al., 2020; Parra et al.,
2020).
The circulation and mixing in nGOM estuaries are controlled by many factors
such as tidal currents, synoptic frontal passages, diurnal sea-land breeze, precipitation and
evaporation, freshwater input, dredging and channelization, and watershed changes and
diversions or impoundments (Bianchi et al., 1998). The MSS and MSB coastal waters
represent an area that is impacted by a host of physical mechanisms. Teasing apart these
physical mechanisms using modeling can aid understanding of the dynamics seen during
synoptic field studies and aid in the understanding of biogeochemical processes such as
hypoxia. The mechanisms that are explored in this thesis are the effects that
meteorological forcing (such as sea land breeze circulation) has on the hydrodynamics
and exchange processes of the MSAB.
2.2.1

Meteorological Forcing

Wind stress is the dominant forcing in the MSB and is characterized by a seasonal
shift from predominantly northerly winds in the winter to southerly summer winds (Hill
et al., 2010b). Wind stress affects the hydrodynamics of an estuary by directly changing
circulation patterns, altering the water levels and inducing vertical mixing in the water
column (Bianchi et al., 1998). Meteorological forcing can be temporally variable from
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daily sea breezes, to weekly frontal passages to occasional high energy storms (Bianchi et
al., 1998; Kjerfve, 1983).
Wind forcing is an important component driving exchange in the subtidal MSAB.
Northerly winter winds consist of intermittent episodes of strong southwest and
northwest winds which can result in flushing the system and driving large freshwater
plumes through the tidal inlets (Schroeder et al., 1985). In the spring winds weaken and
shift southeast and eventually south during the summer. Summer winds within the Sound
exhibit diurnal sea-land breezes that have a directional shift of 45˚-180˚ and can intensify
relative to offshore winds in some areas like south of Horn Island Pass by 50% (Hill et
al., 2010). The diurnal fluctuations of the SLB driven circulation are a significant
phenomenon in coastal areas that affects the weather conditions in those regions. The
ocean has a different specific heat capacity as the land, and this causes differential
heating and cooling of the land and ocean on a period of 24 hours. Sea breezes are the
onshore wind movement during the day when the land heats up quicker than the sea due
to different specific heat capacities. A high-pressure zone is created over the ocean and
the winds move cooler air onshore due to the pressure gradient between the land and
ocean. Overnight the land cools faster than the ocean, creating the opposite effect and
moving air offshore.
The extent of the sea-breeze circulation (SBC) and land-breeze circulation (LBC) are
predominantly determined by the temperature gradient, but other geophysical variables
(geometry of the coastline, latitude, land cover and land use, and urban heat) determine
the characteristics of the SLB (Chen et al., 2016; Rafiq et al., 2020). Because of these
variables the SLB is unique to different regions. Because the MSAB is located around the
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30°N latitude, the diurnal frequency of the SLB is hard to separate from the near-inertial
frequency and the tidal frequencies.
Hill et al. (2010) touches on the lack of climatological studies that document the SBC
and LBC cycle in the Mississippi Sound and Bight. A lack of studies that focuses on the
ocean side of the sea breeze front has also been pointed out in the literature (Rafiq et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2009). Hill et al. (2010) developed a comprehensive study on the SLB
and estimated that the LBC occurs between the hours of 0700-1100 Central Daylight
Time (CDT) and the SBC occurs between 1500-1900 in the summer in the MSAB.
Because definitions of SLB can be ambiguous, for the purposes of this work sea
breeze will be identified as the movement of marine air inland due to the diurnal heating
of air over the land and the land breeze to be the opposite. The sea breeze circulation or
land breeze circulation (SBC or LBC) is the more broad definition and is associated with
the large scale atmospheric conditions like convective systems and the physical processes
associated with diurnal sea-land breeze (Hill et al., 2010b).
2.2.2

Tides

The nGOM is characterized by a diurnal microtidal system (tidal range of 0-0.6
m). Most estuaries in the GOM exhibit strong tidal currents near the passes and weaker
currents further into estuaries. Typically when a tide progresses through an estuary the
amplitude is attenuated and the phase is lagged compared to the shelf signal in the nGOM
(Bianchi et al., 1998). The form number, defined as the ratio of the sum of the amplitudes
of the two main diurnal tidal constituents of the equilibrium tide to the sum of the
amplitudes of the two main semidiurnal constituents, is 6-10 and the spring-neap range is
0-0.8 m (Seim et al., 1987). In contrast, the barrier island passes exhibit different form
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numbers (<3) as a result of the change from two-dimensional flow on the shelf and Sound
to one-dimensional flow in the tidal passes (Kjerfve, 1983; Seim et al., 1987).
Tidal variations in the MS Sound are unique to other coastal estuaries and lagoons
because they exhibit a strong diurnal tidal cycle rather than a semidiurnal tidal cycle that
most GOM estuaries exhibit (Kjerfve, 1983). The major tidal constituents within the MS
Sound are K1 and O1 tides of 15 cm with mostly homogeneous amplitudes with the
exception of a slight amplification towards the western MS Sound (Kjerfve, 1983). Tides
serve primarily to move salinity fronts back and forth and are observed to be vertically
coherent in the area (Kjerfve, 1983).
The tidal currents tend to be stronger within the passes, sometimes exceeding
velocities of 60 cm s-1 which has implications for bottom stress variability and sediment
resuspension. Other influences of the circulation in the MS Sound include the “far-field”
effects of the wind speed and direction changes that are transmitted from coastal waters
outside the sound (Kjerfve, 1983). The seasonal heating and cooling of the surface waters
also influences the area. Additionally, seasonal heating and cooling of surface waters
cause mean sea level to oscillate (20cm higher in September than January) and also has
impacts on exchange (Kjerfve, 1983).
2.2.3 Freshwater Input
In this dynamic region, material is transported into and out of the Mississippi
Sound through residual tidal currents (Kjerfve, 1983b). Freshwater enters an estuary
through riverine discharge, groundwater seepage and rainfall and is lost by gravitational
and tidal exchange between the estuary and the coastal ocean and evaporation (Kjerfve &
Magill, 1989). The MSAB is characteristically dominated by large amounts of riverine
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discharge with seasonal pulses of freshwater input that are shown to have profound
impacts on the estuaries in this region (Levin et al., 2009; Moshogianis et al., 2013;
Rabalais et al., 2002).
River discharge plumes can drive the exchange of dissolved and particulate
material through the tidal inlets into the shelf waters. These discharge plumes are well
known biological hotspots as they further elevate primary production that leads to
zooplankton accumulation (via elevated grazing activity and convergent flow dynamics)
and further to fish arriving to feed. The freshwater discharge and directionality of winds
also controls the vertical structure of the MSS. Late summer to early fall months tend to
be more stratified as there is less freshwater discharge and subsequently higher salinities
and the winds shift southerly and southeasterly (Cambazoglu et al., 2017). There is also
evidence that exchange flows between the estuary and the nGOM are controlled by 1week period meteorological events (Kjerfve, 1983a). Upwelling winds can further
intensify vertical stratification as the saltier waters from the shelf flow into the sound at
the seafloor. These large surface plumes carry a large amount of nutrients and sediments
and are thus an important part of biological production in the MSB.
The freshwater sources to the Mississippi Sound are Lake Pontchartrain via the
Rigolets (~195 m3s-1) that flow from the west. From the north the Sound receives
freshwater from the Pearl, Jourdan, Wolf, Biloxi, Tchoutacabuoffa and Pascagoula rivers
(~950 m3s-1 combined). Mobile Bay discharges approximately 15-20% of its freshwater
that comes mostly from the confluence of the Tombigbee, Alabama, and Tensaw rivers,
through Pass aux Herons to the MSS as well as into the MSB through the Main Pass on
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the eastern side of Dauphin Island. All this freshwater combined represents about 16% of
the Mississippi-Atchafalaya outflow into the nGOM.
While the Mississippi-Atchafalaya flux influences much of the nGOM freshwater,
these riverine inflows typically propagate westward from the Birdfoot delta. The MS
River will sometimes flow towards the southern MSB or into the Chandeleur Sound
Indeed, geochemical tracer analysis shows that the MS Sound and Bight region is
typically more influenced by the local riverine sources (Sanial et al., 2019), though when
the MS River outflow propagates eastward it becomes a dominant influence within the
MSB region.
More studies on the movement of water in the area can shed light on the cause of
the hypoxia seen in the MSB. Brunner et al. (2006) indicated hotspots of hypoxia have
frequented the MS-AL barrier islands, typically south of Horn and Dauphin Islands and
in waters that are less than 25 m deep. High nutrient MS River waters can enter the
western sound through the Chandeleur Sound, but the local rivers are likely more
important contributors of nutrient to the area directly south of the barrier islands. Wind
forcing and freshwater plume dynamics are important factors to understand first in the
MSAB in order to understand the biogeochemical cycling.
2.3 Previous work in the Mississippi Sound and Bight
The nGOM is a river dominated shelf that receives a large amount of freshwater
from the many local riverine sources. This is an important mechanism that contributes to
the hypoxic conditions globally as well as specifically in the MSAB (Dzwonkowski,
Fournier, Reager, et al., 2018; Rabalais & Turner, 2001). The seasonal hypoxic events in
the nGOM are caused by nutrient loading from increased freshwater effluent from the
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Mississippi River outflow as well as increased water column stability (Rabalais &
Turner, 2001; Zhang et al., 2009) in the summers that increases stratification and
effectively blocks DO flux to the bottom waters. Overall, the size of the hypoxic zone is
increasing as temperatures increase precipitation, nutrient loading, and the solubility of
O2 decreases in coastal waters along with increasing stratification.
As climate change continues to elevate temperatures and precipitation along the
MS River watershed, the hypoxic zone is expected to be affected as well. Precipitation
will increase the amount of freshwater that flows out of the MS River and rising
temperatures will exacerbate vertical stratification that enhances hypoxic formation. The
temperature and freshwater discharge increases will directly impact hypoxia formation by
increasing nutrient loads and enhancing primary production and respiration (Lehrter et
al., 2017). These changes in the physical dynamics are causing many ecosystems in the
nGOM to become more sensitive to hypoxic conditions (Bianchi et al., 1998; Dale et al.,
2010; Lehrter et al., 2017; Rabalais & Turner, 2001). Coastal managers will have to
include these impacts into their reduction strategies.
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Figure 2.3 Sediment and water-column respiration rates.
Contrast between the relative roles of sediment and water-column (Rsed and RWC) in driving total respiration in deep (h 1) versus
shallow (h2) water columns. Adapted from Fennel and Testa (2019).

Previous modeling studies on the nGOM have shown that physical dynamics in
the area are strongly influencing the extent and duration of hypoxic conditions (Laurent
et al., 2018; Laurent & Fennel, 2014; Lehrter et al., 2017). These studies are also finding
that low oxygen waters are mostly restricted to the bottom boundary and that sediment
oxygen demand is disproportionate for hypoxia generation. Typically, surface waters are
well oxygenated because of active exchange with the atmosphere and production of
oxygen by photosynthesis exceeds the oxygen consumption. Deeper, bottom waters
typically have a lower DO concentration because the relative rate of oxygen consumption
is higher to the relative rate of resupply at depth. The DO resupply at depth typically
relies on advection and molecular diffusion and the consumption at the bottom tends to
dominate. There are differences in the relative rate of supply and consumption between
shallow waters and deep waters as well. Hypoxia in the subsurface waters is generated
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when the oxygen consumption in either the water column or benthic sediments exceeds
the oxygen supply. This is why shallow waters experience a more direct impact from
sediment respiration than deeper waters as there is a more direct linkage to sediment
respiration (Fennel & Testa, 2019) as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.4 Lake Pontchartrain Basing Foundation (LPBF) surveys from 2008-2017 of
hypoxic extent
2011 Data provided by LUMCON which extended to the main pass of Mobile Bay. Data provided courtesy of the Lake Pontchartrain
Conservancy (LPC) (Denapolis and Lopez, 2020).

There are fewer efforts for sampling the hypoxic zone in the MSAB than on the
LA/TX shelf, even though fisheries along the Mississippi and Alabama coasts are just as
impacted by low oxygen waters and fish kills. The sampling efforts that exist are not as
large spatially or temporally consistent as the LA/TX hypoxic event. The Pontchartrain
Conservancy monitors hypoxia annually in the Chandeleur Sound and Breton Sound
(Figure 2.4). The Conservancy’s reports show consistent presence of seasonal hypoxia in
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these areas from 2010 to 2017, but the extent of the event changes from year to year
(Figure 2.4). According to the LPC’s survey is a red hotspot of hypoxia occurs in the
western Bight west of the Chandeleur Islands and south of Cat Island. The LPC has also
inferred in reports that hypoxic water masses closely follow the bathymetry of the region
(Denapolis & Lopez, 2020; Moshogianis et al., 2013). The physical model proposed in
this research can help understand the physics of where these water masses begin and
where they eventually end up and highlight how hypoxic conditions can either dissipate
or worsen because of this.
In 2011 the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium (LUMCON) surveyed an
area further east within the MSB and found that bottom hypoxia occurrence extended all
the way to the mouth of the Mobile Bay (~3,506 km2). During the LPC surveys the
hypoxic events seem to form after periods of calm winds and remain until the winds
strengthen (typically from a hurricane or other strong wind event). LPC suggests that the
hypoxia event to the east is caused simply by physical mechanisms such as the slowing
down of wind and wave energy on a seasonal basis that increases stratification, but the
exact cause is unknown still. This is an interesting contrast to the large event that happens
to the west of the Bird Foot Delta that is mainly set up due to nutrient discharge from the
Mississippi/Atchafalaya River system. Sanial et al. (2019) used oxygen isotopes and
found that the Mississippi Sound and Bight had low influence of Mississippi/Atchafalaya
waters. The western Mississippi Sound and Chandeleur Sound events may be due
primarily to physical forcing and water movement and less so on nutrient loading like the
event on the LA/TX shelf.
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Sea breeze is a mechanism that may also impact the vertical mixing in the MSAB and
potentially control the formation and temporal and spatial extent of seasonal hypoxic
events. Shallow water bodies such as the MSS and MSB that exhibit hypoxic conditions
have been shown to have a diurnal signal. Ocean currents respond to the diurnal
modulation in wind speeds and directions. Referring to Figure 2.2, one can see the
difficulties that may exist in parsing apart the physical mechanisms that affect a shelf
environment such as the MSAB. Eddies, upwelling and downwelling, and near inertial
motions are all mechanisms that are responsible for water circulation (Rafiq et al., 2020).
The diurnal variability in the area could be influential on the biogeochemical
mechanisms that affect hypoxia in addition to the physical mechanisms of water
movement (Zhang et al., 2009). Benthic organisms’ metabolism is highly dependent on
water column temperatures up to a point and is a mechanism that can control the oxygen
concentrations in bottom waters, and the diurnal variability has been shown to have an
effect on this. In Chesapeake Bay the primary production rates are higher during the day
with supersaturated oxygen levels, while nighttime sees respiration rates dominating and
decreasing bottom water oxygen concentration. The shallow bathymetry of the
Chesapeake Bay and the MSS experience a more direct impact from sediment respiration
than deeper waters do (Fennel & Testa, 2019). The MSS has higher water temperatures
than Chesapeake Bay generally. This can affect the rate of photosynthesis and respiration
as they have a direct correlation with water temperatures.
Previous simulation in the GOM have shown that sediment respiration accounts for
22-73% of the total oxygen consumption in the lower water column (Pena et al., 2010).
The longer time that water masses at the bottom spend in an area the more oxygen is
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consumed from that water mass. Effectively modeling the region physically will enable a
better understanding of the set up and break down of vertical stratification and hypoxic
conditions. This study aims to understand how the diurnal variability of the winds can
influence flushing times and the movement of hypoxic waters between the MSS and
MSAB.
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CHAPTER III -METHODS
3.1 Data Collection
The CONsortium for oil-spill-exposure-pathways in COastal River-Dominated
Ecosystems (CONCORDE) research program was designed to identify the key physical,
biological, and geochemical processes that act in the nGOM (Greer et al., 2018). The
consortium was formed after the BP Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill when public
awareness and concern of the long-term impacts of oil and dispersant systems on marine
ecosystems was increased. Apart from the significant impact that the oil spills have on
the area, the region faces equally significant threats from dead zones that are currently
not well documented.
The consortium developed a circulation model that will be coupled with a
biogeochemical and sediment module as part of the overall goal of comprehending the
ecosystem response within the coastal waters of Alabama and Mississippi that were at
risk during DWH. The Mississippi Sound and Bight Regional Ocean Modeling System
(msbROMS) was designed to advance our understanding of the regions complex
ecosystem and the response to oil transport and biogeochemical impacts. A
comprehensive field campaign was conducted during the time periods listed in Table 1.
The main focus of this study will be on the observations and circulation model solutions
from the 2016 spring and summer cruises time frames.
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Table 1. Dates for Concorde Field Sampling Cruises.
Expedition
Fall Cruise
Bonnet Carré Spillway
Cruise
Spring Cruise
Summer Cruise

Dates
October 28-November 7, 2015

Research Vessel
Point Sur & Pelican

February 11- February 13, 2016
March 29 - April 11, 2016
July 24 - July 30, 2016

Point Sur
Point Sur & Pelican
Point Sur

The CONCORDE field campaign combined observations from satellites, moored
platforms, and autonomous gliders with ship-based sampling focused on the Mississippi
Bight in locations with varying freshwater influence. The in-situ data that will be used in
this study (Figure 3.1) were collected at the surface, midwater, and bottom from
shipboard samples during the spring and summer seasons to investigate the development
of hypoxia throughout the water column. The physical and chemical regimes of each
season differs and this study focuses on the Spring and Summer 2016 cruises as these
time frames exhibit differing vertical stratification and wind directions (Greer et al.,
2018), and are known to feature development of hypoxic bottom waters(Coogan et al.,
2019; Dzwonkowski, Fournier, Park, et al., 2018; Dzwonkowski, Fournier, Reager, et al.,
2018). The physical data collected during the cruises were used to validate the model’s
temperature and salinity fields. These data were collected using research vessels (R/V
Point Sur and R/V Pelican), small boats, autonomous gliders, moorings, and ADCPs.
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Figure 3.1 Map of CONCORDE study region with field sampling corridors
Corridors are colored magenta and the location of the moored equipment (red and yellow Xs). The color shading shows the surface
optical backscatter on April 5, 2016, during a high river discharge event (Image from Greer et al. 2018).

3.2 Physical Model
3.2.1 ROMS with COAWST
The msbROMS is a physical model for the Mississippi/Alabama region east of the
Mississippi River outflow based on the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS).
ROMS is a free surface, hydrostatic ocean model that uses expanded, terrain-following
vertical coordinates and orthogonal curvilinear horizontal coordinates (Shchepetkin and
McWilliams, 2005). The ROMS based circulation model for msbROMS was the basis
within the Couple-Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment Transport (COAWST) modeling
system. COAWST uses the Model Coupling Toolkit to couple the data fields between the
ocean model, the atmospheric model, and the wave, sediment and biogeochemical
components (Warner et al., 2010). A conceptual diagram for msbROMS, and its
associated forcing elements, is shown in Figure 3.2. The ocean model is the ROMS based
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model and the atmospheric forcing (momentum and heat fluxes) is drawn in from the
CONCORDE Meteorological Analysis product (see below). The wave model and
Community Sediment Transport Model (CSTMS) application of msbROMS have been
accomplished by the CONCORDE modeling group (O’Brien, 2019) and the
biogeochemical model coupling that leverages a previous Chesapeake Bay application
(Wiggert et al., 2017) is still in the process of being ported to the MSB region.
The geographic domain of the model extends from the Mississippi Bird Foot
Delta and Lake Pontchartrain to the west Florida panhandle and includes the adjacent
coastal shelf regions (Figure 3.3). This is a shallow and dynamic region that is strongly
influenced by the varying winds, strong freshwater influence, and large amounts of
suspended particulates. A complex coastline and high-resolution forcing are necessary to
model the Mississippi Sound and Bight region more accurately. A Bathymetric Digital
Elevation Model (BDEM) was developed by merging five digital elevation models
(DEMs) in the nGOM region (Twilley et al., 2014).The final DEM includes hydrographic
surveys from western Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana through 2011
(O’Brien, 2019), and is available to the oceanographic community at the Gulf of Mexico
Research Initiative Information and Data Cooperative (GRIIDC) archive (Wiggert,
O’Brien, et al., 2018).
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Figure 3.2 Conceptual diagram of msbROMS forcing sources and boundary conditions.
The msbROMS framework includes 24 vertical layers, 400 m horizontal
resolution with algorithms and computational kernels that are used in ROMS
(Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005). The terrain following vertical coordinates are
important for the purposes of this study area because it allows the enhanced resolution to
model the bottom boundary layer (Fennel et al., 2006). The model encompasses the MS
Sound and Bight and extends to 29.00 N, -89.96 W, and 30.82 N, -87.23 W (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Geographic Domain of msbROMS with model bathymetry and important
features marked.
Thirty-eight USGS gauge stations from nineteen overall river sources are used for
the freshwater discharge into the system (Table 2). There are more gages used for the
larger rivers like the Mississippi, Mobile, Tensaw, and Pascagoula as the river may have
multiple gages along the river that are important to include in our riverine input. ROMS
wetting and drying scheme is enabled allowing shallow individual model grid cells to
become inundated and dewatered as the sea surface height changes in time. The physical
variables (T, S, U, V, SSH) for the lateral boundary conditions are supplied by the Navy
Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM). The regional application of NCOM at a 1-km, 3 hourly
resolution was used. NCOM is a Boussinesq model with 1-km horizontal resolution and a
vertical resolution of 50 levels (Barron et al., 2006; Kara et al., 2006).
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Table 2. Major riverine input into msbROMS
River Name
STYX
PERDIDO
WOLF CREEK
MAGNOLIA
FISH
TENSAW
MOBILE
CHICKASAW
FOWL
PASCAGOULA
BLACK CREEK
RED CREEK
BILOXI
WOLF
JOURDAN
EAST PEARL
MS BC 10%
MS CP 12.5%
MS PAL 10%

Lat

Lon
30.3485
30.255
30.354
30.394
30.418
30.718
30.695
30.695
30.4567
30.38
30.38
30.375
30.42
30.364
30.336
30.188
29.4
29.31
29.215

-87.478
-87.722
-87.6
-87.814
-87.83
-87.9375
-88.036
-88.04
-88.1082
-88.604
-88.6
-88.61
-89.005
-89.276
-89.378
-89.49
-89.4
-89.168
-89.07

Some rivers have multiple gages pulled from USGS output, so there are thirty-eight total USGS stations. The MS BC, CP, and PAL
are inputs from the MS River that a percentage was used as the main station is farther away from the actual station input in the model
domain.

3.2.2 High Resolution Meteorological Forcing
A high-resolution atmospheric forcing is required for the purposes of this study,
so the CONCORDE Meteorological Analysis (CMA) was created (Fitzpatrick & Lau,
2019). CMA consists of hourly reanalysis of 2-m temperature, relative humidity, surface
pressure, 10-m u and v wind components, sea surface temperature, cloud fraction,
downward shortwave radiation flux, downward longwave radiation flux, 1-h precipitation
total, surface u and v momentum stresses, and sensible heat flux at 0.01˚ grid spacing.
Surface momentum and thermodynamic fields are processed from the Real-Time
Mesoscale Analysis (RTMA). RTMA (De Pondeca et al., 2011) is a 2.5-km 2DVAR
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product that uses the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) model forecast (Benjamin
et al., 2016) for the background field, adjusted with surface observations with a nonisotropic recursive filter. The RTMA assimilates data by matching observed surface data,
capturing mesoscale and diurnal patters and provides a coherent field that best matches
the geographically related features.
Radiation and cloud cover parameters are supplied by the North American
Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM) forecast fields. The Next Generation Weather Radar
Level-III provides hourly precipitation totals on a 0.24-km by 1˚ grid based on a dual
polarization Quantitative Precipitation Estimate (QPE) algorithm. Radar data is collected
at the top of each hour from Slidell, LA or Mobile, AL based on proximity to an analysis
grid point and then interpolated by the nearest neighbor. The Advanced Very HighResolution Radiometer (AVHRR) provides daily sea surface temperature in 1.09 km
resolution. The Florida State University’s Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response
Experiment flux algorithm calculates the sensible heat flux and surface momentum
stresses.
CMA forcing is used in place of the standard North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) product as it offers a higher spatial and temporal resolution that is
necessary for investigating the dynamics of this region. The comparison between the
higher resolution CMA (1 hourly, 1 km) and NARR (3 hourly, 32 km) is shown in the
results section of this study. Previous work has included a comprehensive analysis of the
CMA and NARR forced solutions on the Mobile Bay Plume in Fall 2015 which is not
included in this study as it is out of the scope. Comparisons show that CMA forced
solutions reveal significant differences to NARR solutions of the Mobile Bay plume
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dynamics. CMA includes diurnal sea-breeze effects and higher spatial resolution and are
shown to impact the plume dynamics that can influence the region’s planktonic
distributions and biogeochemical constituents.
3.3 Experimental Design and Data Analysis
Model runs were conducted with the purpose of first validating the model using
the CMA atmospheric forcing versus the NARR forcing, and then next to run twin
experiments using the CMA versus a 24-hour low-pass filtered version of the CMA
forcing (CMA24). The twin experiments were conducted to investigate the effects that
the diurnal atmospheric forcing (i.e., sea-land breeze) can have on exchange between the
Mississippi Sound and Mississippi Bight. Overall, the definition of the springtime-frame
will be March-April and the summertime frame will be July-August. The dye simulations
for flushing time results were specifically run for 15 March 2016 to 15 May 2016. The
summer dye simulations were run for 14 July 2016 to 12 October 2016. Many of the
results shown later in the document will be focused around the CONORDE cruise time
frames for the spring (17 March – 24 April) and summer (14 July – 14 August).
The CMA24 forced solutions were remarkably similar to the NARR forced
solutions, which will be discussed later in the results. The goal of creating CMA24 forced
solutions was to compare the two model solutions with a particular focus on identifying
the effects of the diurnal forcing on the Mississippi Sound and Bight circulation in a more
robust way. The residual winds from CMA-CMA24 are the isolated wind energy in the
diurnal frequency range, thus effectively isolating the role of the sea and land breezes in
the MSAB.
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3.3.1 Model Validation
Model validation was done to compare the physical model results (Wiggert et al.,
2019; Wiggert, Pan, et al., 2018) of the newer CMA atmospheric forcing to the NARR
forcing that had previously been used. This validation efforts shown in this study is an
extension of a comprehensive comparison between the NARR and CMA forcing that the
CONCORDE msbROMS model group conducted. Those results found that with CMA’s
higher variability forcing the ocean dynamics, specifically plume dynamics are simulated
more accurately than NARR forced solutions. Validation of the physical component of
the model for the spring and summer 2016 cruise time frames uses a diverse suite of
observations from the CONCORDE field campaign with a variety of instruments
deployed from small boats, autonomous gliders, and research cruises. Spatial and
temporally comparable points for each cruise period were used to validate the physical
model components using Taylor Diagrams. As well as time series of salinity,
temperature, and water level to investigate the differences between CMA and NARR
forced model solutions.
The Taylor diagram is used to show the degree of correspondence between the
Pearson Correlation Coefficient, the root-mean-square-error (RMSE), and the standard
deviation. They are typically used as a comparative assessment of different models or
variation on model application settings (Taylor, 2001). The cross on the x-axis indicates
the observation baseline and the points that are the closest to that cross on the diagram are
considered to represent the observed behavior more realistically. A Taylor diagram of
water levels at various station is shown in Figure 3.7, of the results section, to highlight
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the differences between CMA and NARR forced solutions within the physical
msbROMS model.
3.3.2 Flushing Times with Modeled Dye Releases
Estuaries with low flushing and therefore longer residence times retain nutrients
within the system that leads to higher primary production rates as well as enabling
respiration rates to decrease the DO concentrations in bottom waters the longer those
waters are in one area (Defne & Ganju, 2015; Dyer, 1973). The flushing time is typically
defined as the amount of time a water parcel takes to leave an area, so it inherently has a
connection with residence times as slower flushing tends to also produce longer residence
times (Dyer, 1973). Flushing time is difficult to study, but the use of numerical models
has offered a way to more accurately define flushing times in many systems using a dye
tracer approach (Du et al., 2018; Monsen et al., 2002)
Flushing times were investigated by releasing passive Eulerian tracer dyes
throughout the entire water column in particular areas within the model domain (Figure
3.4). Within msbROMS the dye is released as a passive tracer with the same source-sink
terms in the momentum equation as the salt-balance equation,
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇(𝑢
⃗ 𝐶) =

𝜕
𝜕𝑧

𝜕𝐶

(𝑘 𝜕𝑧 ) + 𝐹ℎ

(Eq. 1)

where C is the tracer concentration, 𝑢
⃗ is the velocity field, k is vertical eddy diffusivity,
and Fh is the horizontal diffusion with mass sources and sinks.
Flushing time is defined as the amount of time for an initial mass to decrease to
1/e (~0.37) of its concentration so flushing times using this method are called e-folding
times. Most literature on flushing time describes it as the reduction of a conservative
tracer mass to 1/e (~0.37) of its initial concentration, or the e-folding concentration (Du
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et al., 2018; Geyer, 1997; Ranjbar et al., 2019; Webb & Marr, 2016). According to
Ranjbar et al. (2019) the residence time is statistically equal to the definition of the efolding time. Henceforth, the term residence time will be used in reference to model
based flushing time following this e-folding methodology.

Figure 3.4 Locations of dye release boxes indicated figure legend.
The triangles with numbers (1-5) are the station locations of the water column time series that are presented in Figures 4.30-4.34.

For the purposes of this study, experiments were conducted that released dye
throughout the water column with a value of 1 (inside) and 0 (outside) three regional
boxes around the spring and summer time frames of the CONCORDE research cruises
(Figure 3.4). Twin experiments were carried out using the high-resolution CMA and
CMA24 to force the hydrodynamics and investigate the role of highly variable winds on
the flushing of the Mississippi Sound and Bight.
The model was run for 60 days in the spring and 90 days in the summer around
the respective CONCORDE cruise time frames. The dye was allowed outside of the box
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and spread throughout the domain so in some instances, especially nearshore, the dye
leaves the initial box and then comes back in several times over the duration of the
simulation. To maintain consistency in the estimation of flushing times an exponential fit
(Eq. 2) of the dye concentration (C) at each time step (t) for each cell in the model and
using the time in days that the fit drops below 1/e as the flushing time, or τres (Eq. 4).
Fitting each daily concentration value to an exponential curve gives a better estimate of
the time that the dye is considered flushed as dye concentrations can fluctuate around the
e-folding threshold (Eq. 3) multiple times during a run.
𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐶0 𝑒 −𝛼𝑡
𝐶(𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑠 )
𝐶𝑜

= 0.37 = 𝑒 −1
1

𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝛼

(Eq. 2)
(Eq. 3)
(Eq. 4)

Time series shown in the appendix (A1-A4) show the method of using the
exponential fit to estimate residence times (τres). The blue dots are the dye concentration
at that time, the black line is the 1/e concentration, and the red is the exponentially fit
line. Residence times are calculated as the point in time where the exponential fit crosses
the 1/e concentration. This method was employed to mitigate the dye concentration
fluctuating about the 1/e concentration multiple times throughout the experiment.
This method was used to calculate the flushing times of the average of the whole
box release domain as well as the bottom 1m and surface 1m. It was also employed
looking at the water column time series as described later in the methods. The isolation of
the bottom 1m dye concentrations and the e-folding method of calculating flushing time
(τres) was used to calculate the potential for hypoxia as described the next section.
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3.3.3 Timescales to Hypoxia
Timescales to hypoxia onset were investigated using a method similar to that
employed by Fennel and Testa (2019), with the assumption that the amount of oxygen
depleted in a water body depends on the magnitude of the total oxygen sources and sinks.
This includes the net biochemical consumption in the water and sediment minus the
physical supply carried in. The timescale to hypoxia onset can be described as,
τℎ𝑦𝑝 =

𝑂𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝑅

,

(Eq. 5)

where Oxini (mmol O2 m-3) is the initial concentration of oxygen and R (mmol O2 m-3
d-1) is the net oxygen consumption rate. Initial concentrations of oxygen were taken only
from the DO concentrations in the samples from the bottom of the conductivity,
temperature depth sensor (CTD) cast using the Winkler Titration method on data
collected during the CONCORDE cruises (Shiller et al., 2019a, 2019b). The net
consumption rate (R) used in these calculations is 10 mmol O2 m-3 d -1 (Murrell et al.,
2013). This is a net consumption rate for the whole nGOM, which has been adopted in
lieu of a specific measurement for the MSB that has not been identified within the
literature.
The parameter γ, which is the ratio of the timescale of hypoxia and the flushing times
of the water in days (τres), is then defined as
𝛾=

𝜏ℎ𝑦𝑝
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑠

.

(Eq. 6)

The residence times were calculated using the flushing time method described above for
the isolated bottom 1 m, where the specific locations and time frames of the cruise
samples have been used to isolate the relevant points from the model-based results. If γ
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(nondimensional) is less than 1, hypoxia in bottom waters will occur as this indicates that
the timescale to hypoxia is faster than the flushing time that indicates renewal of waters.
3.3.4 Seasonal Sea-Land Breeze Cycles
The CMA and CMA24 twin experiments were conducted to highlight the effects
of the sea-land breeze cycles (SLB) on the circulation and movement of water and
materials through the MS Sound and MS Bight. The wind field analysis was extracted
from the CMA product and processed using MATLAB. Wind stress curl, average wind
stress curls, average wind speeds, and average wind vectors were calculated and plotted
using MATLAB software.
Land and sea breezes were isolated by subtracting the CMA24 wind field from
the full CMA wind field. The full CMA forcing has full atmospheric variability at all
frequencies while the low-pass filtered product (CMA24) is just the frequencies below
the diurnal frequency (i.e., the synoptic wind field). So, to isolate the sea breeze
circulation (SBC) and land breeze circulation (LBC) components of the wind field the
wind vectors from the CMA24 wind field were subtracted from the wind vectors in the
CMA wind field. The residual of this difference is the diurnal component of the wind
field. According to Hill et al. (2010) the dominant land breeze time frame is 0700 – 1100
and the dominant sea-breeze time frame is 1500 – 2000. This was observed by analyzing
wind stations along the MS coast and offshore and picking out the times when strong
winds shifted offshore (LBC) and onshore (SBC). It is important to keep in mind that
these results were conducted for the summertime period between 2003-2005 and only for
the summer months of June, July, and August. For the purposes of this study results
labeled SLB will be data that has been processed in this manner. It is likely that more
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analysis would have to be done to pick out the times that SLB occurs in the winter for a
more comprehensive analysis of the seasonal cycle of SLB.
The average monthly means of the SLB were calculated by isolating the 4 hours
of land or sea breeze time frames (as noted above) for each day of the month then
averaging these land and sea breeze periods together in order to generate monthly land
and sea breeze wind fields. Using the CMA wind product provides a unique view of
monthly SLB cycles as in situ atmospheric buoys are few and far between especially in
the MSAB study region. Examining the model solutions for the CMA and CMA24 twin
experiments then provides insight into how the oceanic circulation and estuarine shelf
exchanges are influenced by the SLB.
3.3.5 Water Column Dynamics Time Series
To examine the effects that removing the diurnal surface forcing had on the
hydrodynamics, a series of stations was selected and plotted as depth versus time (Z-T)
plots. Several variables were plotted as Z-T plots: density, u and v velocities, bulk current
shear, bulk buoyancy frequency, bulk Richardson number, and dye concentration. These
were plotted for both the spring and summer cruise time periods.
Five stations were chosen to illustrate the water column changes that occur due to
the upwelling and downwelling events for both CMA and CMA24 (Figure 3.4). The five
stations that were pulled from the model had some combination of significance either
from flushing time results, historical results, or some amount of observational data to
compare it to. Water column density, U and V velocities, dye concentration, or
Richardson numbers calculated or pulled from the model to investigate the changes in
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water structure that could occur between CMA and CMA24 before and after strong wind
mixing events or upwelling events.
Station 1 (FOCAL) is the FOCAL mooring and was chosen because of the long
time series of observational data that is present at the mooring. Station 2 is located at the
western corner of the MSB where the slowest water typically moves. Station 3 is just
south of Dauphin Island where Brunner et al. (2006) indicated a hypoxia hotspot; it is
also a sampled station in the CONCORDE field campaigns. Station 4 is located in an
inlet pass between Petit Bois Island and Dauphin Island (Petit Bois Pass). Finally, station
5 is located just south of the eastern portion of Horn Island which is indicated as a
hotspot as well as having large differences between CMA and CMA24 timescales to
hypoxia results.
The velocities and dye concentration were taking straight from the model output. The
density, current shear (S2), buoyancy frequency (N2), and Richardson (Ri) numbers were
all calculated as described. To obtain Ri, density (ρ) was first calculated using the Gibbs
Seawater Oceanographic toolbox using temperature and salinity model output. Shear
frequency, Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and Richardson number were calculated using the
following equations (Dzwonkowski, Fournier, Park, et al., 2018):
∆𝑢 2

∆𝑣 2

𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑆 2 = ( ∆𝑧 ) + (∆𝑧)
𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑁 2 =
𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑅𝑖 =

−𝑔 ∆𝜌
𝜌0 ∆𝑧

𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑁 2
𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑆 2

(Eq. 7)
(Eq. 8)
(Eq. 9)

Where Δz is the distance between the layer velocities; g is the gravitational
acceleration; Δρ is the density differences between layers, and ρ0 is the average
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density. Richardson number is a property of water column stability and relates the
current shear velocity (the mixing mechanism) to the buoyancy (the stratifying
mechanism). A Ri of less than or equal to 0.25 is generally accepted as indicative of
mixing.
Water column dye concentrations time series were also investigated using the
flushing time methodology of exponentially fitting for the e-folding time (Eqs. 5 &
6). Dye concentrations were taken from the daily model output for each data sampling
point for the Spring and Summer time periods. The water column time series gives a
visual representation of the water column processes through time at various places
around the domain and how the diurnal forcing could impact that.
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CHAPTER IV - RESULTS
1.1 Model Validation: CMA vs. NARR Forcing results
Taylor diagram comparisons along with glider and other in situ comparisons of
the physical component of the model show that msbROMS, when forced by CMA
captures the physical dynamics of the region more accurately relative to NARR forced
solutions. The Taylor diagrams for the spring cruise autonomous vehicles, CTD, towed
instruments, and moored instruments are shown in Figure 4.1. Summer validation was
conducted individually using CTD casts from the summer cruise, Figure 4.2 shows a few
of those casts and the Taylor diagrams of temperature and salinity for each. Water level
Taylor diagrams are shown in Figure 4.3a for station surrounding Mobile Bay and the
moored array (M1-M6) in the bight during Spring at the mouth of Mobile Bay (Figure
4.3b). Validation of the full forced CMA product was a necessary step before running
flushing time experiments as the tracer equations in the model are similar to equations for
salinity.

Figure 4.1 Taylor Diagram for model-data comparison for Spring 2016 with autonomous
vehicles and moored instruments from the CONCORDE spring sampling cruise.
Red and pink symbols correspond to NARR forced solutions, blue and green symbols correspond with CMA forced solutions. The
closer a symbol is to 1 on the x-axis the higher the model skill is at predicting that variable.
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Figure 4.2 Summer CONCORDE Cruise CTD cast Taylor diagrams with water column
comparisons and station locations for pass between Petit Bois and Dauphin Island.
The red depth profiles and Taylor diagram points correspond to CMA simulated solutions, and the blue correlate to CMA24 forced
solutions, black lines are the in-situ measurements. The red triangles point to the sample point for figure readability.
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Figure 4.3 Validation of water levels at mooring stations and Mobile Bay stations.
Taylor diagram (a) of sea surface height output of CMA vs. NARR products against observations at stations (b)located around the
Mobile Bay Estuary and an array of moorings (M1-M6) at the opening of the main pass of Mobile Bay. The closer the symbol on the
Taylor diagram is to the cross on the x-axis the better the model skill is at predicting the variable

observed.

Figure 4.4 Water level time series for mooring array.
Water level time series for six moorings (M1-M6) at the mouth of Mobile Bay for spring 2016 time period for the same locations as in
Figure 3.8b. Observations in dotted black line, CMA predictions in red, NARR in blue.
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Figure 4.5 Water level time series for Mobile Bay stations.
Water level time series for stations within Mobile Bay in spring 2016 time period at Mobile Bay stations marked in Figure 3.8b.
Observations in dotted black line, CMA predictions in red, NARR in blue.

The water level time series (Figure 4.4 & 4.5) at various stations around the
domain show examples of what the Taylor diagram captures in an aggregated form. The
figures shown are of station around the Mobile Bay and the array of six moorings
southward of the main pass out of the bay. The peaks and troughs of the CMA-forced
model solution water level qualitatively has better agreement with the observed values at
each station and many of the other stations. This qualitative assessment, along with other
Taylor diagram analyses of temperature and salinity, have shown that the CMA forcing
tends to result in more accurate hydrodynamics than when NARR forcing is applied,
which is the expectation given the higher spatial and temporal resolution of the CMA
forcing. The results shown give verification that CMA forced solutions resolve higher
physical variability. With a highly resolved physical model the coupled biogeochemical
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component will lead to more useful insight into the biophysical interactions that occur in
the MSB.

Figure 4.6 Spring 2016 glider deployment track lines compared to modeled product,
NARR forced solution, and CMA forced solution.
Temperature (left column) and salinity (right column). Glider tracks shown in map insert. The white time period in NARR and CMA
is the glider track section that went out of the modeled domain; therefore, no data was able to be compared.

The water column view of the temperature and salinity measurements observed
along the glider track (Figure 4.6) for the spring CONCORDE field season highlights the
nuances of the forcing comparisons that a Taylor Diagram does not capture. For example,
the deepening of the mixed layer that is seen in the temperature and salinity observations
around the 09:36 to 19:12 timeframe (Figure 4.6) seems to be better simulated in the
CMA salinity and temperature than the NARR solution. The white gap in the model
output portions of the Figure 3.10 represents the time frame that the glider track was
outside the model domain.
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Figure 4.7 Daily snapshot of V (top 3 panels) and U (bottom 3 panels) velocity profiles of
the main pass of Mobile Bay using NARR (a), CMA (b), and CMA24 (c) forcing.
This analysis also highlights the similarities between the NARR forcing and the
CMA24 forcing (Figure 4.7) as well as the importance of having a higher variability
atmospheric forcing such as CMA in this region. CMA-forced model solutions show that
at some time periods the Main Pass of the Mobile Bay shows a reversal in the zonal
velocity when compared with results from the NARR-forced solutions. The CMA24
solutions and NARR solutions have similar effects on the movement of waters, for
example, in the tidal inlet cross sections like the main pass (Figure 4.7). The CMA
solutions reproduce the high variability of the hydrodynamics than NARR as the higher
frequency dynamics such as the diurnal variability of the winds (Figure 4.8) and the
inertial motion (Figure 4.9) are captured by CMA and not NARR. The low pass filtered
product is used in further investigations to illustrate the effects that the diurnal
frequencies have on the movement of water in the MSB. Figure 4.8 illustrates how the
low pass filtering applied to the winds at the Main Pass effectively smooth out the diurnal
effects that the full CMA winds captures.
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Figure 4.8 Spring (a) and summer (b) U and V winds CMA (black) and CMA24 (red)
comparisons.
An example of the CMA24 and NARR not capturing the diurnal frequencies quite
as well as CMA is shown in the comparison of the drifter release simulations (Figure
4.9). The red lines in Figure 4.9 tracks the physical drifters deployed in-situ while the
blue lines are the modeled drifters released in the same locations. The wind rose for each
simulation (NARR, CMA, and CMA24) is shown in an inset at the Dauphin Island
National Data Buoy Center station (30.25N, 88.075W). The CMA modeled winds at the
main pass of Mobile Bay in the spring during the drifter releases are northwesterly about
15% of the time at higher magnitude wind speeds of between 5-6 m/s. The NARR and
CMA24 modeled wind speeds are slower (3-4.5 m/s) with NARR exhibiting winds
southwesterly roughly 13% of the time, and CMA24 exhibiting winds from the west 15%
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of the time. CMA winds are generated from a slightly different direction at a higher
magnitude in speed.

Figure 4.9 Drifter release tracks out of the main pass of Mobile Bay.
Red lines are the observed drifter tracks, and the blue lines are the simulated drifter tracks. These simulations were done using forcing
from NARR, CMA, and CMA24. Wind roses for the domain surrounding the main pass of Mobile Bay are also shown.

The in-situ drifter releases show the drifters caught in an inertial loop between
29.8N and 29.9N. This comparison shows how the differing atmospheric forcing
translates into the hydrodynamics of the system. The modeled drifters from the NARR
and CMA24 forced solutions have similar trajectories in their surface current tracks. The
NARR solution seems to capture that diurnal curling, but it starts much later and further
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east, while CMA24 drifts much further east before starting to loop back. The CMA
solution drifter tracks show the same inertial spiral that the observed drifters display.
Although the spiral is shifted slightly east of the observed spiral this indicates that the
high variability of the CMA is forcing the solutions to be more realistic
hydrodynamically.
The CMA atmospheric forcing in the MSB has clear impacts on the
hydrodynamics and captures more detailed physical variability on the shelf. The ability of
the msbROMS to describe the variability more accurately in the MSB produces
confidence that it is capturing the relevant hydrodynamic mechanisms that influence
biogeochemical variability and allow for more useful insight into the biogeochemical
cycling of the MSB.
Taylor diagrams and time series analyses of the physical model with CMA
atmospheric forcing has given confidence in the model’s hindcasting abilities of the
physical dynamics of the MS Sound and Bight. NARR forcing was a widely used
atmospheric forcing for regional models at the time of this study. The NARR forcing and
a low-pass 24 hour filtered version of CMA (CMA24) were compared and strong
similarities between them were revealed. Thus, the results from this study show that
simulated circulation under NARR forcing has shortcomings resulting from not capturing
the influence imparted by high frequency wind variability that is prevalent in this area.
Furthermore, the solution obtained when applying CMA24 forcing strongly resembles the
reduction in realism that is realized when NARR atmospheric forcing is applied.
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1.2 Flushing Time Experiment Results
As mentioned in the methods section, this study uses the concept of flushing time
interchangeably with the term residence time (τres). Flushing time is the average time of
material or water masses to stay within a system before being flushed out and describes
the physical transport of river-borne materials like nutrients, organic matter, and
suspended sediments (Du et al., 2018). Flushing of a system is a function of the
bathymetry, winds, tides, and freshwater discharge. As such, the twin experiments were
analyzed to extract the potential differences in flushing that diurnal forcing contributes to.
Figure 3.4 shows the locations of the four dye release experiments (Bouchard et al.,
2020a-d). The results for the Mississippi Sound box (blue), Mississippi Bight box (red),
and Mississippi and Alabama Barrier Island box (solid green) will be analyzed in this
section. The additional Chandeleur Sound box dye was simulated but was outside of the
scope of this study. Therefore, the Chandeleur Sound dye results will be provided in
Appendix (A4-A5).
As described in the methods the flushing times (τres) were obtained by performing
an exponential fit to the daily values of the four dye release boxes. The spring (Figure
4.10) and summer (Figure 4.11) τres results were acquired from the dye results for the top
1m, bottom 1m, and the depth weighted water column for the entire spatial domain of the
box. The exponential fit that produced the results in figures 4.10 and 4.11 are shown in
appendix figures A1-A4 and the bottom 1m results are shown in Table 3. The exponential
fit shows the daily averages in blue, with the red exponentially fitted line. The flushing
time, or τres, was obtained by finding the time along the x-intercept of the exponential fit
at the 1/e threshold. In instances like A2 where the blue averaged dyes drop below the 1/e
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dotted line and then increases above the threshold over and over performing an
exponential fit gave one value for flushing time days while considering that the dye will
flush into and out of the box several times.

Figure 4.10 Average spring 2016 flushing times (i.e., τres)
The whole box (blue), top 1m (red), and bottom 1m (yellow) of the dye releases in days using the first order exponential fit equation
(Eq. 4). CMA flushing times are on the left and CMA24 are on the right.
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Figure 4.11 Average summer 2016 flushing times (i.e., τres)
The whole box (blue), top 1m (red), and bottom 1m (yellow) of the dye releases in days using the first order exponential fit equation
(Eq. 4). CMA flushing times are on the left and CMA24 are on the right.

Based on these simulations, the bottom 1m of the MS Sound box has a faster
flushing time when diurnal forcing is removed, and the MS Bight box has a slower
flushing time when diurnal forcing is removed. The spring flushing times are also much
quicker than the summer flushing times as whole.
Table 3. Exponentially fit e-folding times (in days) averaged for the entire bottom 1m for
each dye release box for spring and summer.
Spring
CMA
MS Sound
MS Bight
MS/AL Barrier Islands

Summer
CMA24

CMA

CMA24

9.00

8.57

20.55

18.35

28.77

36.09

42.25

43.85

5.97

5.20

27.62

30.69
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The differences between the CMA and CMA24 forced flushing time solutions is
variable depending on the season and part of the water column being observed. Typically,
the flushing times are quicker in the spring and the summer is flushed slower overall. For
most of the dye box releases the bottom waters have longer flushing times than the
surface waters, which is expected. Although, the MS Sound in the spring and summer
shows longer flushing times at the surface rather than at the bottom. A view of the spatial
distribution illustrates where water is moving quicker or slower in the domain and can
help illustrate the differences seen in the flushing times presented in Figures 4.10 and
4.11.
4.2.1 Seasonal Differences
As previously mentioned, the spring (March-April) flushing times overall are
shorter than the summer flushing times, but each dye release box exhibits subtle
differences in flushing times that are interesting to note. Spring Bight releases (Figure
4.12) and summer Bight releases (Figure 4.15) show large spatial differences. The spring
release has longer flushing times in the eastern portion of the bight and along the seaward
side of the MS/AL barrier islands, and the summer (Figure 4.15) has slower flushing
times on the western portion of the Bight.
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Figure 4.12. Spring 2016 spatial extent (zoomed in from full model domain) of the
flushing times within the bounding box of the MS Bight dye release.
CMA forced solutions are the top two panels, CMA24 are the bottom two. The isolated top 1m of dye is shown on the left column,
and the bottom 1m is shown in the right column. Wind roses are inset of the wind speeds (m/s) and direction above the box dye release
spatial domain
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Figure 4.13 Springtime 2016 spatial extent of the flushing times within the bounding box
of the MS/AL Barrier Island dye release.
CMA forced solutions in the left column, CMA24 forced solutions in the right column. The isolated top 1m of dye is shown on the top
two panels, and the bottom 1m is shown in the bottom two panels. Wind roses are inset of the wind speeds (m/s) and direction above
the box dye release spatial domain

Figure 4.14. Springtime 2016 spatial extent of the flushing times within the bounding box
of the MS Sound dye release.
CMA forced solutions in the left column, CMA24 forced solutions in the right column. The isolated top 1m of dye is shown on the top
two panels, and the bottom 1m is shown in the bottom two panels. Wind roses are inset of the wind speeds (m/s) and direction above
the box dye release spatial domain.
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Figure 4.15 Summer 2016 spatial extent of the flushing times within the bounding box of
the MS Bight dye release.
CMA forced solutions are the top two panels, CMA24 are the bottom two. The isolated top 1m of dye is shown on the left column,
and the bottom 1m is shown in the right column. Wind roses are inset of the wind speeds (m/s) and direction above the box dye release
spatial domain.
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Figure 4.16. Summer 2016 spatial extent of the flushing times within the bounding box of
the MS/AL Barrier Island dye release.
CMA forced solutions in the left column, CMA24 forced solutions in the right column. The isolated top 1m of dye is shown on the top
two panels, and the bottom 1m is shown in the bottom two panels. Wind roses are inset of the wind speeds (m/s) and direction above
the box dye release spatial domain.

Figure 4.17. Summer 2016 spatial extent of the flushing times within the bounding box of
the MS Sound dye release.
CMA forced solutions in the left column, CMA24 forced solutions in the right column. The isolated top 1m of dye is shown on the top
two panels, and the bottom 1m is shown in the bottom two panels. Wind roses are inset of the wind speeds (m/s) and direction above
the box dye release spatial domain.
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The MS/AL box (Figures 4.13 & 4.16) and the Bight box releases (Figures 4.12 &
4.15) overlap each other along the seaward portion of the barrier islands to around
30.1°N. The initial dye concentration causes the scale of days to be different between the
two for spring and summer, but the spatial pattern remains fairly similar between the two.
The spring dyes flush around 5 days for the MS/AL Barrier Islands, and the Bight flushes
around 25-30 days in the same area. This result may highlight a bias that the relative
volume of each dye release may incur. The Bight bottom 1m of water potentially has
more dye from offshore being advected to the northwestern sound and bight that is
impacting the spatial patterns in that area causing longer flushing times than the MS/AL
barrier island box that has less volume of dye released.
The spatial extent view of the dye concentration distribution helps to view where
the water is moving the quickest and slowest within the domain (Figures 4.12-4.17). The
waters move slower in the western portion of the bight and sound for the most part in the
bottom 1m. The surface movement of water is typically offshore probably due to the
winds and freshwater outflow. Based on these releases the longest flushing times for the
Bight and the MS/AL Barrier Island releases occurred south of the barrier islands in
similar locations that Brunner et al. (2006) found as hypoxia hotspots as south of Horn
Island and the eastern edge of Dauphin Island as well as within the 20m isobath. This
indicates that the slower flushing south of the barriers could be contributing to the
hypoxic and anoxic conditions that consistently occur in Brunner et al. (2006). In the
Bight release area (Figure 4.12 & 4.15) the longer flushing times tend to follow the
bathymetry of the region in the whole water column plots as well as the bottom 1m. This
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suggests that water parcels propagate along the isobaths in that area (10m or 15m) as the
Lake Ponchartrain Conservancy inferred. The bottom 1m isolated boxes are more closely
examined in this study as the bottom waters are where hypoxia forms and can advect
throughout the domain.
4.2.2 Atmospheric Forcing Differences
Difference maps of the bottom 1m e-folding times are shown in Figures 4.18 –
4.20 as the differences in the bottom 1m are of particular interest to the effects of hypoxia
formation. This visualization of the spatial distribution highlights the areas where CMA
and CMA24 differ the most for each season. The red areas on the maps are where the full
CMA forcing shows longer residence times and the blue is CMA forcing shows shorter
flushing. The Bight release differences (Figure 4.18) do not seem to have a distinct
pattern out on the shelf but there seem to be stark contrasts just south of the barrier
islands. Spring CMA (Figure 4.18a) flushes much quicker than CMA24 on the eastern
side of the domain, but just south of the barrier islands is slower moving. Summer bight
(Figure 4.18b) has a less distinct spatial pattern, but CMA seems to produce slower
waters south of the barrier islands and offshore seemingly faster waters.
The MS Sound (Figure 4.19) and MS/AL Barrier Island boxes (Figure 4.20)
indicate a similar difference between the two forced simulations in the spring. CMA
typically moves slower in the western portion of the domain. The summer difference
results are surprising. While the MS/AL barrier Islands show slower overall flushing in
the western sound for both simulations (Figure 25), the bottom 1m differences in the
summer simulations show that in the areas that extend past the western edge of the bight
box (88.7W) the waters in the northern portion of the Chandeleur Sound are flushing
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faster when CMA is applied. The wind rose (Figure 25) shows that there were
southwesterly winds throughout the MS/AL Barrier Island box during this time. This
could further highlight the bias of using the different boxes with differing volume of dyed
grid cells at the beginning of the simulation.
The smaller volume of the dyed grid cells in the MS/AL Barrier Island box could
be flushing waters into the MS Sound box quickly and keeping them there. This can be
inferred looking at the MS Sound box and noting that the western portion is flushing
slower when CMA is applied. The pattern remains to be CMA flushing slower between
the tidal inlets in the area though. So diurnal forcing seems to have a large effect on those
areas.

Figure 4.18. Difference figure (CMA – CMA24) MS Bight Box.
Modeled flushing times based on the e-folding method in the bottom 1 m of the MS Bight during the spring (a) and summer (b) of
2016. Red indicates CMA results are flushing slower than CMA24 results, and blue indicates CMA results are flushing faster than
CMA24 results.
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Figure 4.19. Difference figure (CMA-CMA24) MS Sound Box.
Modeled flushing times using the e-folding method for the bottom 1m of the MS Sound for the spring (a) and summer (b) 2016. CMA
results are flushing slower than CMA24 results, and blue indicates CMA results are flushing faster than CMA24 results.

Figure 4.20. Difference figure (CMA-CMA24) MS/AL Barrier Island Box.
Modeled flushing times using the e-folding method for the bottom 1m of just south of the MS/Al barrier islands during the spring (a)
and summer (b) 2016. CMA results are flushing slower than CMA24 results, and blue indicates CMA results are flushing faster than
CMA24 results.

Spring simulations within the shallow boxes (MS Sound and MS/AL Barrier
Islands) seem to have less differences between CMA and CMA24 than the summer
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simulations. This is likely due to the smaller relative concentration of initial dye as
compared to the Bight release as the Bight box has a larger volume in total than the MS
Sound Box and MS/AL barrier island box. Spring is also typically the time of year that
more freshwater is flushing out of the rivers, likely mixing with the dyed waters that are
already offshore and diluting the dye concentration.
It is interesting to note that the Bight box difference between CMA and CMA24
(Figure 4.18a) in the springtime indicates that around the Mobile Bay shipping channel
there is a sharp gradient that indicates CMA is flushing slower. The MS/AL Barrier
Island box release differences (Figure 4.20a) for the springtime indicate that there is also
a portion of the area around the shipping channel where CMA is moving slower than the
CMA24 simulations. This is an example of the ways that the Bight box having more
initial volume of dye to release can have an impact on the magnitude of the patterns
displayed in the results. As the spatial pattern of the differences are fairly similar, but the
magnitude of the differences is dissimilar.
Discharge rates were investigated from the USGS sites within the model domain
(A5). The model uses the USGS stream data as freshwater forcing at the relevant inflow
locations. Applying the observed discharge rates allows for a more realistic
understanding of the impacts of these distributed freshwater point sources on the regional
flushing times. During the model run time periods the Pearl River exhibited slightly
above average discharge during the spring (Figure A5c) and generally typical discharge
in the summer (Figure A5f). There was higher discharge in the month of August as there
were multiple storms that caused flooding from August 8-15. The rivers flowing into
Mobile Bay (Alabama River and Tombigbee River) show a slightly normal spring
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discharge (Figure A5a, b) and slightly below average summer discharge (Figure A5d, e).
Because of this, the summer flushing times for 2016 in the Mobile Bay may be slower
than a climatological flushing time that was beyond the scope of this study. The higher
than normal Pearl River discharge likely explain the quicker flushing times in the Sound
box releases.
1.3 Bottom Water Hypoxic Tendencies
Oxygen consumption for a subsurface water parcel can depend strongly upon the
flushing time of the given volume of water, particularly for bottom waters that are subject
to benthic influence. The longer a water body stays in an area the longer the oxygen sinks
can act to lower the DO concentration of the water parcel. These sinks can be
biochemical processes such as respiration by microbes, consumption by bacteria,
oxidation, or export by physical transport, and benthic sediment uptake. In short, hypoxia
occurs when the sinks of oxygen are greater than the sources for long enough the drive
the DO concentrations below the known threshold of 2mg/l (Vaquer-Sunyer & Duarte,
2008). Using a sources and sinks understanding of the DO concentration, the physical
restriction of the supply of advected DO can make a water mass more likely to become
hypoxic (Fennel & Testa, 2019). Therefore γ (Eq. 6. methods) can be used as a nondimensional proxy to see where (given oxygen content) oxygen is more likely to be
depleted given the biochemical sources and sinks (τhyp, Figure 4.22) as related to the
physical sources and sinks (τres, Figure 4.21).
Hypoxia is more prone, when γ (Figure 4.23) is below 1, in our dataset all the
samples taken from the CONCORDE cruise were prone to hypoxia during the flushing
times provided by the model. The figure presents the results on a log scale though to
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highlight the magnitude that each sample is prone to hypoxia. Every station’s calculated γ
measurements indicate that hypoxia will occur before the flushing time, so the
measurement in this instance is indicative of the degree that an area is prone to hypoxia
(i.e., a hotspot). In the summer, a large area seaward of the Chandeleur Islands is the
most prone while the spring hypoxia is prone to occur mostly along the barrier islands.
The mouth of the Mobile Bay and south of Dauphin Island have a high concentration of
hypoxic occurrence during the spring which is in conjunction with Brunner et al. (2013)
conclusions that hypoxic conditions are historically common in those areas. The mouth of
the Mobile Bay and south of Dauphin Island have a lower γ (more prone to hypoxia)
which is consistent with the findings of Brunner et al. (2013) that hypoxic conditions are
historically common in those areas.
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Figure 4.21 Bottom layer exponentially fit flushing times in days (τres) for each
CONCORDE cruise DO sampling station.
The exponential fit comes from the method described as creating an exponential fit to the dye concentrations and extracting the xcoordinate that corresponds to the 1/e concentration threshold.

Figure 4.22. τhyp (timescale to onset of hypoxia) at CONCORDE Cruise sample stations
from Eq. 5.
Cooler colors indicate areas where the time to onset of hypoxic conditions is shorter and warmer colors indicate areas where the onset
to hypoxic conditions will take longer given the respiration rate and the DO concentrations measured from the cruise for the bottom of
the water column.
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Figure 4.23. The measurement of the likelihood of hypoxia forming, 𝛾, calculated from
Eq. 6.
Note all sampling locations during the 2016 CONCORDE cruise campaign were prone to becoming hypoxic levels, therefore a log
scale is used to parse out the stations that have a higher chance (more blue) of becoming hypoxic and the stations that have a lower
chance (more red) comparatively. 𝛾 was calculated in a similar way as Fennel & Testa (2017).

For both the spring and summer results (Figure 4.23) the areas that are prone to
hypoxic conditions increase with the CMA24 forcing. This indicates that the diurnal
forcing could be helping to decrease the formation of hypoxia within these areas along
the barrier islands and Chandeleur Sound. In the summer CMA versus CMA24 the
stations that are closest to tidal inlets has a large difference between the two calculations
of γ. The point just south of Petit Bois Pass (between the western tip of Dauphin Island
and Petit Bois Island) indicates that without diurnal forcing that station becomes much
more prone to hypoxia formation.
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4.21Seasonal Sea-land Breeze Cycle
A monthly seasonal outlook on the sea-land breeze is presented in Figures 4.24
and 4.25 as a monthly mean of the residual wind field during the isolated LBC and SBC
time periods. The background to these figures is the wind speed calculated from the
residual winds. Hill et al. (2010) discusses the lack of observation-based understanding of
the SLB dynamics in the Mississippi coastal system. The results from using these twin
experiments have developed a method for creating a seasonal outlook on the sea-land
breeze circulation patterns across a large domain that is not captured as well when using
in-situ data alone. The seasonal outlook presented herein is for 2016 only. Expanding the
method could lead to the development of a climatology and allow for better
understanding of the interannual behavior of the SLB of the MS and LA coasts.

Figure 4.24 Modeled SLB monthly circulation pattern with monthly averaged wind
vectors with monthly averaged wind speeds (m s-1) as the background for the isolated
land or sea breeze time frames in 2016 for the first half of 2016.
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Figure 4.25 Modeled SLB monthly circulation pattern with monthly averaged wind
vectors with monthly averaged wind speeds (m s-1) as the background for the isolated
land or sea breeze time frames for the latter half of 2016.
A summary of the 2016 wind predominant wind directions according to results is
presented in Table 4. In 2016 the land breeze wind vectors from January to May are
mostly southwesterly (Figure 4.24). May shows a bit of turning off the coast of LA and
then June through August (Figure 4.24 & 4.25) the winds are more southeasterly.
September land breeze winds start to turn towards the southwest again and October and
November show stronger southwesterly winds. Then in December the magnitude of the
winds dies down significantly and turns for the most part southeasterly.
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Table 4. Predominant wind directions according to results presented in Figures 4.24 and
4.25 during the sea and land breeze time frames.
Land Breeze Time (0700-1100)
Jan – May: Northeasterly
June: Transitional
July-Aug: Northwesterly
September: Transitional
Oct – Nov: Northeasterly
December: Transitional

Sea Breeze Time (1500-2000)
January: Transitional
Feb - March: Southwesterly/Transitional
April- May: Southerly/southwesterly
June-July: Southeasterly/transitional
Aug – Oct: Southerly
Nov – Dec: Westerly

January SBC winds are southwesterly further offshore and near the Birdfoot Delta
and southerly closer to the coast in the MSS. February’s SBC is southwesterly while
March starts to show signs of turning back north at the coast and offshore. April to June
is mostly southerly with areas around the Birdfoot delta curving southeasterly. July
shows more variability in direction but smaller magnitude south of the Chandeleur
Islands and northeast of the Birdfoot delta. August and September follow the same spatial
pattern as April – June. October has strong winds southerly close to the coast and
offshore very weak divergent winds. While November and December show strong
westerly winds coming off the coast of LA.
Monthly wind speeds in the winter months (October to January) were typically
slower than wind speeds in from the rest of the year. It is expected that summer winds
would be stronger in the area, and the sea land breeze circulation is typically more
enhanced during this time of year (June-September). Wind speeds during the spring
(March through April) for both land and sea breeze are larger in magnitude offshore,
while the summer months (June through August) exhibit stronger magnitudes in the
western bight for land breezes and more onshore for sea breezes. An exception being the
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month of July, where wind speeds for land and sea breezes seem to be significantly lower
than the others.
When the mean wind stress curl was isolated for the SBC and LBC, the most
impacted area by the changes to diurnal forcing is the coastline and the MSS. This is
revealed by the mean wind stress curl plotted as the background color with the average
wind stress vectors for that particular month for both the land (Figure 4.26) and sea
breeze (Figure 4.27) circulation time periods for CMA. Negative wind curl is indicative
of Ekman pumping downward and positive wind curl is indicative of Ekman pumping
upward. This translates into the water as upwelling and downwelling. LBC (Figure 4.26)
shows more negative wind curl off the MS coastline and around the MS Birdfoot in the
fall and winter months (October – March). While the summer months (April to August)
exhibit positive curl off the coast of MS. The sea breeze cycle is more variable spatially
but follows a similar pattern (Figure 4.27).
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Figure 4.26 Modeled monthly averages of wind stress vectors with wind stress curl as the
background for CMA forced solutions isolated during the land breeze time frame in 2016.

Figure 4.27 Modeled monthly averages of wind stress vectors with wind stress curl as the
background for CMA forced solutions isolated during the sea breeze time frame in 2016.
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The monthly SLB patterns of wind stress curl (Figure 4.28 & 4.29) could indicate
that during the spring cruise time frame (March and April) LBC wind curl is contributing
to Ekman pumping downwards and SBC wind curl contributing to upward pumping
within the MSS. The summer cruise time frame (July-August) has a similar asymmetry
between the LBC and SBC but compared to the spring there seems to be more upward
pumping within the MSS and slightly offshore to the south of the barrier islands. These
results represent a residual between full forcing and a low pass filter; therefore, they can
be used to indicate the areas in the MSAB where SLB circulation patterns are the
predominant mechanism of influence. It has been shown that SLB effects are much
stronger in the summertime in the MSAB and are dampened in the winter months (Chen
et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2010b; Rafiq et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2009). So, the residual
representation of SLB patterns should only be considered for the summer months in this
work. More investigation would need to occur to accurately describe the role of SLB in
the winter months.
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Figure 4.28. Modeled SLB monthly circulation pattern with monthly averaged wind
stress vectors with monthly averaged wind stress curl as the background for the isolated
land or sea breeze time frames in 2016 for the first half of 2016.
Red colors are the diurnal forcing contribution to Eckman pumping upwards (i.e., divergence) and blue colors are the contribution to
Eckman pumping downwards (i.e., convergence).
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Figure 4.29. Modeled SLB monthly circulation pattern with monthly averaged wind stress
vectors with monthly averaged wind stress curl as the background for the isolated land or
sea breeze time frames in 2016 for the latter half of 2016.
Red colors are the diurnal forcing contribution to Eckman pumping upwards (i.e., divergence) and blue colors are the contribution to
Eckman pumping downwards (i.e., convergence).

The SLB patterns indicate the during LB waters along the coast are convergent
while the SB waters along the coast are divergent. This is in line with previous work on
the ocean response to SB cells oceanward. The SB cell will cause divergence at the
coastline as well as out towards the edge of the cell (Rafiq et al., 2020). Investigations of
the water column though are needed to understand where dye is moving during these
wind events and observe the effects that the absence or presence of diurnal variability has
on the water column properties in the msbROMS results.
Wind roses for the spring and summer cruise time frames were calculated over the
isolated LBC and SBC time frames (Figures A9-A14) for the areas closest to shore
(MS/AL Barrier Islands and the MS Sound) and the large area of the Bight box that
includes the offshore portion of the MSAB. Spring isolated winds (Figure A9) over the
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MS/AL Barrier and MS Soundboxes overall seem to have faster winds than the summer
isolated winds. The spring winds nearshore are northerly to northeasterly for the LBC and
southeasterly for the SBC at wind speeds of between 0-8 m s-1. The summer winds
nearshore are more northwesterly for the LBC and southwesterly for the SBC at wind
speeds around 0-2 m s-1. The Bight wind roses in the spring LBC are northerly and spring
SBC are more southeasterly at roughly the same windspeeds as the nearshore
environment (0-8 m s-1). The summer Bight box winds are more northwesterly during the
LBC and southwesterly during the SBC with wind speeds around 0-5 m s-1.
The flushing time results (Figures 4.12-4.17) also include the wind roses of the
winds over the specific box being observed. These are the entire wind field without
isolating the winds into LBC and SBC. Further isolating the winds into the LBC and SBC
time frames (Figures A9-A14) shows the LBC and SBC component of the wind roses in
Figures 4.12-4.17. CMA and CMA24 wind roses typically differ in the direction with
CMA24 more aligning with the full timeframe wind roses in Figures 4.12-4.17 and
seemingly having two primary directions.
4.22Water Column Time Series
Several parameters of the water column were investigated at stations within the
model domain to examine the impacts that changes in atmospheric forcing could have on
the hydrodynamics. Several stations were investigated, but five stations were chosen to
be presented here because of their location as a potential hotspot of hypoxia, their
proximity to areas that exhibit longer flushing times, or their proximity to tidal inlets.
Figures 4.30-4.34 show the results for five of the stations (Figure 3.4). The reasons for
choosing them were indicated in the methods section. Station 1 is the FOCAL mooring
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location, station 2 is a CONCORDE cruise sampling station in the western MSB, station
3 is a CONCORDE cruise sampling station south of Dauphin Island where a hotspot of
hypoxia has been identified, station 4 is a tidal inlet at Petit Bois Pass near an area that
has been identified as a hypoxia hotspot, and station 5 is south of Horn Island
A common occurrence between each of the stations is two strong mixing events
driven by downwelling winds that occurred in the spring and summer. The spring event
happens around 15 April and the summer appears around 25 July. Coogan et al. (2019)
observed the summer event in Acoustic Doppler Current Profile (ADCP) continuous data
at the FOCAL mooring. The modeled FOCAL mooring station water column depth-time
series (Figure 4.30) closely mirrors the results found in Coogan et al. (2019) during the
same summertime period. Two upwelling events and one downwelling event was
observed at the FOCAL mooring in the summer of 2016. The upwelling events start in
early July and around 10 August, the downwelling event starts about 24 July and ends
about 26 July according to the in-situ mooring and ADCP data taken at the time.
The modeled Ri number (Figure 4.30a, b), density (Figure 4.30c), and velocity
(Figure 4.30d, e) all indicate the same event happening in the modeled data. There is a
strong change in density, water column stability, and alongshore velocity around the
same time that mirrors the time series results from the in-situ ADCP data collected at the
FOCAL mooring (Coogan et al., 2019). A similarly strong event happens in the modeled
data around 15 April and other times during the time series (20 March and 4 April). But
FOCAL mooring in-situ measurements were not available during that time frame to
confirm the water column structure with. But with the validation of the model, we can
assume that the events that happen are an accurate representation of the dynamics at the
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time. And a qualitative look at the depth-time series one can assume they are being
caused by a similar wind event causing mixing. Each of these mixing events are caused
by a strong wind event and the model simulates the oceanic response well. To understand
the contribution of diurnal forcing on the break down and set up of stratification, the time
periods before and after the strong events were closely examined.

Figure 4.30 Station 1: FOCAL Mooring (30.09, -88.21) water column time series for
spring (top set of panels) and summer (bottom set of panels) and CMA and CMA24.
Shear, Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and Richardson number (Ri) for CMA (a) and CMA24 (b) spring (top) and summer (bottom). Density
(c) plots for CMA and CMA24 spring and summer. CMA velocities (d) for V-velocities (top panel) and U-velocities (bottom panel)
for spring and summer (bottommost 2 panels). CMA24 velocities (e) are similarly formatted. The dye concentration (f) shows the efolding threshold in white. Spring (g) and summer (h) bottom layer dye concentration and the exponential fit to calculate the e-folding
time for CMA and CMA24. For a-f the x-axis is time, and the y-axis is the water depth, g and h give days after release on the x-axis
and dye concentration on the y-axis. A map insert is shown to indicate the station locations (1-5) for reference.
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Figure 4.31 Station 2: Western MSB point (30.13, -88.81) water column time series for
spring (top set of panels) and summer (bottom set of panels) and CMA and CMA24.
Shear, Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and Richardson number (Ri) for CMA (a) and CMA24 (b) spring (top) and summer (bottom). Density
(c) plots for CMA and CMA24 spring and summer. CMA velocities (d) for V-velocities (top panel) and U-velocities (bottom panel)
for spring and summer (bottommost 2 panels). CMA24 velocities (e) are similarly formatted. The dye concentration (f) shows the efolding threshold in white. Spring (g) and summer (h) bottom layer dye concentration and the exponential fit to calculate the e-folding
time for CMA and CMA24. For a-f the x-axis is time, and the y-axis is the water depth, g and h give days after release on the x-axis
and dye concentration on the y-axis. A map insert is shown to indicate the station locations (1-5) for reference.
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Figure 4.32. Station 3: South of Dauphin Island point (30.20, -88.36) water column time
series for spring (top set of panels) and summer (bottom set of panels) and CMA and
CMA24.
Shear, Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and Richardson number (Ri) for CMA (a) and CMA24 (b) spring (top) and summer (bottom). Density
(c) plots for CMA and CMA24 spring and summer. CMA velocities (d) for positive northward V-velocities (top panel) and positive
eastward U-velocities (bottom panel) for spring and summer (bottommost 2 panels). CMA24 velocities (e) are similarly formatted.
The dye concentration (f) shows the e-folding threshold in white. Spring (g) and summer (h) bottom layer dye concentration and the
exponential fit to calculate the e-folding time for CMA and CMA24. For a-f the x-axis is time, and the y-axis is the water depth, g and
h give days after release on the x-axis and dye concentration on the y-axis. For a-f the x-axis is time, and the y-axis is the water depth,
g and h give days after release on the x-axis and dye concentration on the y-axis. A map insert is shown to indicate the station
locations (1-5) for reference.
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Figure 4.33. Station 4: Petit Bois Pass (30.19, -88.13) water column time series for
spring (top set of panels) and summer (bottom set of panels) and CMA and CMA24.
Shear, Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and Richardson number (Ri) for CMA (a) and CMA24 (b) spring (top) and summer (bottom). Density
(c) plots for CMA and CMA24 spring and summer. CMA velocities (d) for V-velocities (top panel) and U-velocities (bottom panel)
for spring and summer (bottommost 2 panels). CMA24 velocities (e) are similarly formatted. The dye concentration (f) shows the efolding threshold in white. Spring (g) and summer (h) bottom layer dye concentration and the exponential fit to calculate the e-folding
time for CMA and CMA24. A map insert is shown to indicate the station locations (1-5) for reference.
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Figure 4.34. Station 5: Horn Island point (30.17, -88.56) water column time series for
spring (top set of panels) and summer (bottom set of panels) and CMA and CMA24.
Shear, Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and Richardson number (Ri) for CMA (a) and CMA24 (b) spring (top) and summer (bottom). Density
(c) plots for CMA and CMA24 spring and summer. CMA velocities (d) for V-velocities (top panel) and U-velocities (bottom panel)
for spring and summer (bottommost 2 panels). CMA24 velocities (e) are similarly formatted. The dye concentration (f) shows the efolding threshold in white. Spring (g) and summer (h) bottom layer dye concentration and the exponential fit to calculate the e-folding
time for CMA and CMA24. For a-f the x-axis is time, and the y-axis is the water depth, g and h give days after release on the x-axis
and dye concentration on the y-axis. A map insert is shown to indicate the station locations (1-5) for reference.

Each figure shows several panels of the water depth on the y-axis and time on the
x-axis. The panels are organized to show CMA and CMA24 solutions for the spring and
summer and will be referred to as CMA water column or CMA24 water column.
Temporally evolving vertical profiles of current shear squared (S2), Brunt-Väisälä
frequency squared (N2), and Richardson number (Ri) are presented for CMA (a) and
CMA24 (b) and spring (top) and summer (bottom) for each. Density (c) and dye
concentration (f) is shown for spring (top two panels) and summer (bottom two panels)
for CMA and CMA24 as labeled. CMA velocities (d) and CMA24 velocities (e) for u
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(bottom) and v (top) are also shown to investigate the movement of the water column.
The exponential fit (red line) for the bottom dye concentrations (blue dots) and bottom efolding time (τres) are shown for spring (g) and summer (h) for both CMA (top) and
CMA24 (bottom). Laying out the water column time series like this allows for a view of
the dynamics that are at play in the MSAB.
In general, CMA water columns for each station are less stable than the CMA24
water columns according to the Richardson (Ri) numbers throughout time. The Ri plots
on each Figure 4.30-4.34 (a & b) have a color scale that indicates in white the critical
value of mixing (Ri<0.25), therefor green colors are considered stable parts of the water
column, and blues and whites are considered parts of the water column that are actively
mixing during the time frame.
Spring Water Column Time Series
The springtime velocities indicate strong alongshore downwelling current
velocities that seem to cause a large mixing event around 15 April for all stations. The
mixing that occurs as a result of this is seen in the density structures and Ri numbers. The
dye concentrations for each station increase during this mixing event. It is important to
note that on this color scale the white delineation is at the 1/e dye concentration (~0.37),
so the lighter blues and white colors are higher in concentration than the darker blues and
anything in red is considered over the e-folding concentration threshold and not yet
considered flushed from the waters. The FOCAL mooring (Figure 4.31) and Petit Bois
Pass (Figure 4.33) both have a return of dye concentrations above the 1/e threshold.
Dye concentrations in the western portion of the Bight indicate something is
strongly mixing the waters in that area around 18 March to 20 March. Wind speeds had
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shown that around this time an event that produced large gusts of wind speeds of around
20 m/s from the north. This would produce the immediate flushing of the surface dye
concentration at that time for the Western MSB (Figure 4.31f), Dauphin Island (Figure
4.32f), Petit Bois Pass (Figure 4.33f), and Horn Island (Figure 4.34f) stations. The
FOCAL mooring station does not show the same flushing of dye at the beginning of the
time series because it is further out on the shelf than the others.
Exponentially fit bottom layer e-folding times (g) indicate that CMA flushes at
the stations faster than CMA24. The largest difference located at Station 4: Petit Bois
Pass (Figure 4.33g) with a roughly 17-day difference and the smallest at the Station 2:
Western MSB (Figure 4.31g) with a 7-day difference.
The density (Figures 4.30-4.34c) of each station around 18 March to 20 March
decreases indicating that the freshwaters from the estuary are being flushed out onto the
shelf by the strong northerly wind event that occurred at this time. The current meridional
velocities move south and the dye concentrations decrease. The dye concentrations are
taken from the Bight dye release and as a result, when estuarine waters are brought into
the box to mix the dye concentration will decrease significantly.
Richardson numbers (Ri) for the spring show that in general the CMA water
column is less stable than the CMA24 water column. After the large mixing events the
water column restabilizes in the CMA24 in the bottom and mid waters quicker than in
CMA forced solutions. Station 3 (Figure 4.32) is the least stable of all the stations overall,
but CMA24 forced solutions appear to have much more water column stability than the
CMA forced solutions throughout the entire time series.
Summer Water Column Time Series
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The 2016 summer observed timeframe indicate that there were two dominant
upwelling events and a large downwelling event that induced mixing between them
(Coogan et al., 2019). The downwelling event (25 July), much like the spring mixing
events allow for a view of what the atmospheric forcing differences do to the break down
and set up of water column stability and the impacts that surface forcing can have on the
hydrodynamics of the MSAB. Before the summer mixing event CMA24 is more stable
and during the mixing event CMA24 Ri numbers that indicate mixing do not reach as low
in the water column as CMA24. Once the event ends the stability according to Ri seems
to recover much faster in CMA24 simulations.
The zonal velocities are much stronger around the summer mixing event time
period (24 July – 28 July). Upwelling winds on the MS coast are westerly and southerly,
and the opposite for downwelling winds. The summertime mixing event is responding to
a strong burst of easterly winds around 7/25, which is reflected by the zonal velocities.
The stations that are between passes or closer to shore (Figures Figure 4.31-4.34) exhibit
a tidal signal in the meridional velocities, but the zonal velocities show a stronger impact
from the wind bursts around 24 July for each. FOCAL mooring (Figure 4.30) exhibits
stronger westward current velocities and around 25 July that switches to strong eastward
velocities. The meridional velocities (Figure 4.30d, e) show the downwelling response at
the same time during that transition as the surface velocities move northward and the
bottom velocities move southward.
Water column stability in the summertime reacts to the differences in forcing
much the same as the springtime model solutions. CMA forced solutions are qualitatively
less stable than the CMA24 and they restabilize after strong mixing events a bit slower
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than CMA24. Station 3: South of Dauphin Island (Figure 4.32) is more stable in the
summer than the springtime frame but is still one of the least stable stations overall
according to the Ri numbers from model output. The highly variable winds of the CMA
also allows for deeper mixing in the water column in each of the stations during the
events. Overall, the stability of the summertime simulations is higher for CMA and
CMA24 than the springtime simulations. This is not surprising considering that spring is
typically the season that has more flushing of riverine water onto the shelf.
Dye concentrations during the summertime flush the entire water column almost
immediately once the downwelling event starts. Station 2 (Figure 4.31) in the western
MSB is the only station where the bottom waters remain above the 1/e concentration, but
the surface waters to about 10m depth is rapidly flushed. For stations 1,3,4, and 5 the dye
is flushed but eventually returns at depth once the downwelling event ends and upwelling
winds return.
The differences between the forcing are subtle, but the CMA24 is visually more
saturated at the bottom of the water column especially around 7 August to 14 August
when upwelling winds start again. When the exponential fit (g & h) is applied to the
bottom later dye concentrations CMA24 typically has longer flushing times than CMA in
the summer and spring. The western MSB, Dauphin Island, and Horn Island stations
(Figures 4.31h, 4.32h, and 4.34h) have a few days difference, while the FOCAL and Petit
Bois Pass stations (Figure 4.32h, 4.33h) have a difference of 10 days or more. The
Western MSB has the least difference between CMA and CMA24 with roughly a 3-day
difference. The FOCAL mooring is the most different in the summer with around a 13day difference.
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Diurnal forcing has an impact on the water column stability for both the spring
and summer time periods. This mechanism seems to encourage more vertical mixing and
moves water along the isopycnal gradients which can be seen through the visual
correlation between dye concentrations and density gradients in Figures 4.30-4.34 after
recovering from strong mixing events. The stations indicate that downwelling events
flush dye out of the bottom water which could indicate that more estuarine waters are
flushing through during those times. Upwelling events seem to increase the bottom water
dye as shelf dye is pulled northward. This is all in line with past observations of shelf and
estuarine connectivity in the MSAB.
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CHAPTER V -DISCUSSION
Models are a useful tool for teasing apart the mechanisms that are responsible for
certain phenomena that happen in the coastal ocean. But they need a considerable amount
of good data to train with in order to simulate a system properly. The MSAB is a complex
shelf system that represents an important pathway between the freshwater dominated
coastal estuarine waters with the salty oceanic shelf waters. Numerous processes modify
circulation patterns along the shelf including variable wind forcing, resonant tidal
forcing, plume front interactions, upwelling and downwelling and changes in density
gradients. This work took a closer look at the effect that diurnal wind forcing has on the
hydrodynamics of the MSAB.
A coupled physical-biogeochemical model cannot accurately simulate the coastal
ocean system if its physical model component does not effectively replicate the
complexities of the hydrodynamic environment. Understanding the hydrodynamics of the
MSAB is important for further modeling efforts that will include a biogeochemical
component. A highly resolved atmospheric forcing is vital to include in an area like the
MSAB as it is a shallow environment that is influenced by wind driven circulation. A
physical model that works well can be coupled with other modules and help inform
coastal managers and researchers help better understand the dynamic ecosystem within
the MSAB.
The MSAB is river dominated and a large amount of freshwater is often flowing
onto the shelf. These freshwater plumes are just one of many physical phenomena that
affect the cycling and biogeochemical cycling of a shelf environment (Figure 2.2). The
diurnal SLB modulates the wind speed and direction within the MSAB, and currents
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respond to that. Understanding the diurnal cycle of winds will help researchers
understand the transport of material, the nutrient distribution, and water exchange
between the estuarine and shelf environments. The diurnal SLB circulation affects
surface currents, but it is not the sole driver. The hydrodynamic response to SLB
circulation can be enhanced by other processes such as inertial response (Rafiq et al.,
2020).
The MSAB is located near 30°N which is a critical latitude for diurnal oscillations
such as SLB, but other forcing mechanisms operate at the same frequency such as nearinertial oscillations and the tidal forcing. This can make it difficult to distinguish the SLB
apart from tidal or near-inertial responses. However, during winter months the role of
near-inertial and SLB response is not so prevalent of a forcing mechanism in the MSAB
(Dzwonkowski, Fournier, Park, et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2010a; Zhang et al., 2009). The
model offers a method for future work to deconstruct the diurnal signal during winter
months when the wind forcing is more intermittent and directionally variable. The
differences between the low-pass filtered version and the high-resolution versions of
forcing could lead to better understanding of the tidal response alone without near-inertial
frequencies within the MSAB.
The msbROMS model was created to assess and understand the effects of the
Deepwater Horizon catastrophe on the MSS ecosystem. Subsequent to this validation
exercise, it has potential to be used for other efforts besides advected oil impacts, such as
oyster reef habitat suitability, understanding the role that submarine groundwater
discharge plays in the biogeochemistry of the MS coast, how freshwater discharge from
diversions can affect marine habitats, and more. This study applied the msbROMS
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circulation model component to better understand how diurnal variability of atmospheric
forcing influences the hydrodynamics of the MSAB system and use it to provide insight
into the locations identified as hypoxia hotspots and the attendant mechanisms associated
with their onset and persistence. This work will aid in future studies to understand the
seasonality of the SLB and its effects on the circulation between the shelf and estuarine
environment and understand the flushing of the MSAB.
5.1 Flushing Times and Relationship to Hypoxia Timescales
Residence times can affect the amount of DO in a system as it effectively
measures how isolated a water mass is from the oxygen supply (Fennel & Testa, 2019).
Freshwater flow in an estuary is important because it can greatly affect the cycling or
productivity of an ecosystem. Long residence times relative to the net growth rate allow
for the effective removal of riverine nitrogen. A possible feedback loop exists between
the severity of hypoxia and residence time of fixed nitrogen in the nGOM (Childs et al.,
2002). Accurately calculating residence time can be difficult due to uncertainties
associated with the various physical processes that affect water movement at given times.
The development of numerical models with greater fidelity has aided in the quantification
of residence times in dynamic regions and increased the accuracy of residence time
estimates that are useful in investigating biogeochemical processes such as hypoxic zone
formation.
As previously stated, surface waters are generally well oxygenated and bottom
waters are less oxygenated due to the respiration rates exceeding the rate of resupply. The
shallow MSS shelf circulation is affected greatly by the variable winds (Cambazoglu et
al., 2017; Greer et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2010b; Kjerfve, 1983b). Given LPC’s
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observations that physical mechanisms like the wind are a predominant influence on the
set up and break down of hypoxic waters in the MSS and MSB it is clear that more
accurate flushing time measurements are needed for the region (Moshogianis et al.,
2013).
As LPC surveys have shown (Figure 3), the summertime extent of the bottom
water hypoxia in the western MSS is variable year to year (Moshogianis et al., 2013). The
LPC reports (Moshogianis et al., 2012, 2013) find that hypoxic water masses in the
western sound tend to closely follow isobaths in the western Sound and Bight and at
times can become trapped. The flushing time results for bottom waters in the Bight
release are in line with this observation. The waters with the slowest flushing times track
the 20 to 30 m isobaths during both the spring and summer (Figure 4.13 & 25). This is
important for hypoxia formation as slow-moving bottom waters are isolated from oxygen
supply. These preliminary results indicate the likelihood of hypoxic or even anoxic
conditions manifesting in these areas.
Measurements of in situ DO from the CONCORDE field campaigns have been
used to estimate the likelihood for hypoxic conditions to occur using a simple set of
equations (Eq. 5 & 6). These are rough estimates of where hypoxia could occur most
often given the relationship between bottom water respiration and the resupply of
oxygenated water masses (i.e., flushing times). CMA and CMA24 forced solutions show
vast differences in the flushing times for some CONCORDE cruise bottom water station.
The reflection of these flushing time differences into expected differences in gamma is
much smaller though (Figure 33). The area seaward of Mobile Bay main pass and the
barrier islands suggests much slower flushing times for CMA24 than CMA in the spring
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and summer than further out on the shelf (Figure 4.22). This area has smaller τhyp (onset
to hypoxia timescale) than further out on the shelf so it would be expected (Figure 4.23)
that the gamma numbers would be lower (more prone to hypoxia) and then increase (to
be less prone to hypoxia) further from the islands (Figure 33).
Seaward of Dauphin Island along with south of Horn Island has been deemed a
hypoxia hotspot since the 1950s by Brunner et al. (2006). This area has most likely been
a hotspot for longer, but the data availability in Brunner et al. (2006) only spanned back
to the 1950s. Brunner also mentions that the core top data shows that areas in the bight
that are >30m isobath tend to be well oxygenated. The bight box solutions in general
show that waters at the bottom are moving much faster around the 30m isobath. Gamma
(Figure 4.31) indicates the same low tendency towards hypoxia in the isobaths that are
>30 m.
Differences Between Seasons
Spring
The 2016 CONCORDE in situ measurements of bottom DO indicate that hypoxia
occurred in the western portion of the bight seaward of the Chandeleur Islands and
typically between the 10m and 20m isobaths. The springtime DO was lower seaward of
the barrier islands near the Mobile Bay outlet and extended west towards Horn Island you
can view this in the τhyp (Figure 4.22) as it is a measure of the initial DO concentration
over respiration rates, so inherently lower DO concentrations will be respired quicker.
The timescales to the onset of hypoxia being shorter leads to gamma measurements
indicating that those areas are more prone to hypoxic conditions. This is in line with
historical observations of hypoxia.
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The flushing times showed a stark contrast at the main pass of Mobile Bay bottom
water flushing times. It has been noted by Coogan et al. (2019) that, via estuarine
circulation, bottom waters are often pulled into the Mobile Bay through the shipping
channel and in fact showed in situ evidence of this happening in the spring of 2016. This
may be the reason for the sharp gradient in the flushing times as the bottom waters appear
to be brought into Mobile Bay quickly through the deep shipping channel (Figures 4.12
& 4.13). During this time strong eastward surface and bottom currents are apparent
seaward of Dauphin and Petit Bois Island (Figure A7 & A8).
Springtime currents and residence times show a distinct spatial pattern around the
Mobile Bay shipping channel as the offshore bottom waters are pulled in through the
shipping channel and surface currents mix undyed waters into the bight possibly causing
the stark gradient in the flushing time results for springtime (Figure 4.12). The springtime
flushing times are typically slower moving seaward of the barrier islands and more
eastward extending than the summertime results in the Bight box. Flushing times are
slower in the western portion of each box as well.
Summer
Summertime CMA and CMA24 flushing time solutions showed a spatial
distribution that extended beyond the 30m isobath but still seemed to follow the general
curve of the bathymetry on the shelf. Waters were pushed mostly into the western bight
and sound and those areas experienced longer bottom flushing times in all the dye release
experiments. The summer flushing times do not exhibit a clear pattern in the differences
between CMA and CMA24 forced solutions than the spring. The bottom 1m of the Bight
box in the summer (Figure 4.18b) displays that CMA is flushing slower than CMA24 in
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the western portion of the MSB. Model results for the MS/AL release (that extends
further west into the Sound than the Bight box boundary) indicate that the bottom 1m of
the area just south of the barrier islands has shorter flushing times when CMA forcing is
applied over CMA24 forcing.
This highlights how difficult it can be to obtain accurate flushing times of such a
highly variable area. Spatial domains and timing of dye releases should be considered
carefully in order to develop a clear picture. In general, the spring flushing times were
much shorter compared to the summer which is expected in a river dominated system that
experiences a larger freshwater inflow during the spring relative to the summertime.
The monthly evolution of wind stress curl for the SLB (Figure 4.28 & 4.29)
indicate that the diurnal component of the winds contributes to more upward pumping in
the summer season of 2016 than the spring. Coogan et al. (2019) observed DO
concentrations in Mobile Bay after a particularly strong upwelling event that ended
around July 11, 2016. The study hypothesized that DO changes may be responding faster
to meteorological variability than temperature and salinity are in the region. Coogan et al.
(2019) stated that the strong vertical stratification in the area enhances connectivity
between the shelf and the estuary as the water masses move according to the isopycnal
gradients during the zonal wind driven Ekman transport. The msbROMS results, along
with previous work done by the Lake Pontchartrain Conservancy and Coogan et al.
(2019), suggest that low DO waters advect from the MSB to MSS during upwelling
events through the passes and may be the predominant mechanism determining the
duration of these hypoxic events rather than biological processes stemming from higher
nutrient loading such as the LA/TX hypoxic event.
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Station 3 of the water column time series at Petit Bois Pass (Figure 4.33) is
located within a tidal inlet and illustrates that stronger water column density gradients are
coincident with strong gradients in the dye concentrations, demonstrating that this is not
just happening in the Mobile Bay Main Pass. Station 3 is on the northernmost edge of the
Bight dye release box (Figure 3.4). Because of this nature, the dye can be influenced in
two ways. One is that is can be mixed with non-dyed water that is coming into the box
from the estuary. The other is through mixing with dye from the rest of the shelf
environment. Because of this, we infer that when dye is reduced at Station 3 it indicates
that estuarine waters (no dye) are moving over the point and shelf waters (dyed) are
moving over the point when there is an increase in dye concentrations.
Coogan et al. (2019) observed two upwelling events and one downwelling event
at the FOCAL mooring station just south of Mobile Bay main pass on the 20m isobath.
The first upwelling event started in early July 2016 because of moderate winds (1.7 m s-1)
that drove offshore transport of the surface waters. The second event occurred in early
August and lasted until August 13 with comparable average winds and a higher max wind
velocity that drove stronger offshore currents in the area. A strong downwelling event
happens on July 24-26 and can be seen in each of the stations that were analyzed from the
model results.
Differences in Atmospheric Forcing
The impact of removing diurnal wind forcing was a shortening of the flushing
times in the boxes overall. The difference maps (Figures 4.18-4.20) show that the full
CMA forcing flushes the areas south of the barrier islands slower in the summer and to a
lesser extent during spring. These areas were identified as being hotspots for hypoxia by
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Brunner et al. (2006). There is a small sliver around the shipping channel area where the
CMA simulation is flushing slower than the CMA24 simulation in the Bight box (Figure
4.19a). And the MS/AL Barrier Island box indicates the same. This indicates that the
when the model is forced by CMA surface forcing the bottom waters on the shelf are
moving off the shelf faster than when diurnal forcing is removed.
This shortening of flushing times when diurnal forcing is removed can have
effects on the hypoxic timescales. The τhyp which is a ratio of in situ DO measurements to
the respiration rate (10 mmol O2 m-3 d -1). This parameter indicates that it would take
longer for hypoxia to form off the Chandeleur islands than south of Main Pass.
Examining the γ (τhyp: τres) the springtime period shows more likelihood of hypoxia
waters forming south of the barrier islands while the summer period emphasizes hypoxia
appearance offshore of the Chandeleur Islands.
These simplistic ratios are used to obtain a general idea of where hypoxia could
form based on the in situ and modeled data available for this time period. The
nondimensional number γ is used here to indicate areas that may have hypoxia form
based on model-derived flushing times and in situ DO measurements. This method of
indicating hypoxia has high error associated with it given the single respiration rate used,
the small sample size of observations, errors in the Winkler titrations, and the model
circulation and flushing estimates based on dye release studies. A coupled
biogeochemical model would likely further expand our understanding of hypoxic event
timing, duration, and location, though it is also prone to shortcomings related to benthic
demand and accuracy in growth, grazing and respiration rates of the modeled ecosystem
constituents. Using the cruise DO concentrations and extrapolating hypoxic timescales
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using modeled flushing times provides base level insight into how circulation can affect
the local hypoxic events.
Passive tracer dye experiments within a high-resolution physical circulation
model provides a detailed look at processes contributing to flushing times and
understanding the circulation between shelf and estuarine waters. Hypoxia formation is
just one example of the usefulness of having highly resolved flushing times. Other
potential applications include illuminating pathways of submarine groundwater
discharge, or to understand oil spill impacts, or create linkage to habitat suitability
models that leverage the physical dynamics realized in the model.
5.2 Effect of SLB Circulation Forcing on Model Solutions
The sea-land breeze (SLB) circulation in the MSB has been investigated before
using in situ measurements to determine the summertime sea and land breeze regime
(Hill et al., 2010b). The use of the msbROMS with CMA and CMA24 forcing has
allowed for a more detailed view of the sea and land breeze monthly evolution over the
entire MSB spatial domain. The shelf environment represents a complex system of
interconnected physical mechanisms that is challenging to tease apart. The msbROMS
model provides a highly resolved hydrodynamic variability that is well-suited to
investigate the differences in diurnal forcing that are affecting the shelf and tease apart
some of the influences on circulation. SLB is an important modulator for surface
currents, but the effects on the water column can either be dampened or enhanced by
other mechanisms such as resonance with the near-inertial frequency (Dzwonkowski,
Fournier, Park, et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2010b; Rafiq et al., 2020; Simpson et al., 2002).
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As previously mentioned, the MS Sound is known to exhibit a strong diurnal
signal that can affect exchange of water and subsequently material between the barrier
islands (Hill et al., 2010b). CMA24 forcing has the lower diurnal frequencies that affect
the passes in this area filtered out. The residual winds after differencing CMA24 from
CMA are effectively isolating the diurnal wind field. Further isolation into estimated sea
(1500 – 1900) and land breeze (0700-1100) time frames using results from Hill et al.
(2010) illustrates the specific sea and land breeze circulation in the winds. It is important
to note that more analysis should be done in order to more effectively isolate sea and land
breeze time frames for different seasons. For the purposes of this study the time frames
Hill et al. (2010) identified were used because they represented a 2-year composite for
the same regional domain as msbROMS uses.
Currents respond to the diurnal wind changes and alongshore wind stress helps
drive circulation. The pressure gradient that forms from differing temperatures above the
land and sea are controlling this diurnal evolution of the SLB circulation. During the day,
the land is heated faster due to its lower specific heat and creates a low-pressure system
over land as the warm air rises, so the higher-pressure air masses over the sea move to
replace them (sea breeze). Land breeze happens at night when the land cools more
quickly and the gradient between the land and ocean temperature flips, so the winds
move from the shore out to sea. You can see this effect in the SLB circulation figures
where the land breeze time frames are mostly coming offshore, and the sea breeze time
frames are for the most part going onshore (Figures 4.24 & 4.25). There are subtle
differences in whether each sea or land breeze originates from the Louisiana coastline or
the Mississippi/Alabama coastlines (Figures A9-A14). In Figure 4.24, the land breeze in
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May is northeasterly (coming from the Mississippi/Alabama coastline) while in June the
land breeze is northwesterly (coming from the Louisiana/Mississippi coastline). The
pressure gradient is influenced by the coastline and the geometry of the coastline and the
MSAB has a perpendicular coastline that can cause the winds to change based on the land
mass that is cooler or hotter than the ocean.
The model gives a detailed view of the monthly evolution of the SLB circulation
for the entire domain of the MSAB. The unique geography of the coastline could have
impacts on the SLB cycling in 2016. The perpendicular coastline often causes LBC winds
to converge offshore in the area between the MS Birdfoot Delta and cause downward
Ekman pumping in those areas. For example, the July SBC wind stress vectors (Figure
4.27) around 88°W exhibit convergence offshore from the southwesterly winds
originating off the MS Bird Foot Delta and the more southerly winds from the shelf. This
causes a thin band of convergence and Ekman pumping downward that connects between
the Bird Foot Delta and the main pass of Mobile Bay. This can have impacts on the
connectivity of the biogeochemical components between the outflow of the MS River and
Mobile Bay.
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CHAPTER VI – CONCLUSIONS
As the amount of anthropogenically caused hypoxia increases worldwide
understanding the dynamics that affect the onset and development of this phenomenon in
our coastal oceans is important. Increased understanding of the main factors that
contribute to the development of hypoxia (seasonal stratification and nutrient
overloading) has received a lot of attention, but the interconnections of the physics and
biogeochemistry is still under debate and poorly understood for many regions. Modeling
efforts are useful for revealing these biophysical interconnections and furthering our
understanding.
The MSAB region produces a much smaller annual hypoxic event than the one
well studied on the LA/TX shelf. Research has shown that the MSAB is more influenced
by the local river input with lower nutrient loading than the high nutrient loading MS
River outflow (Parra et al., 2020; Sanial et al., 2019) in years that the Bonnet Carré
Spillway openings are reduced. Studies of the LA/TX shelf event have concluded that the
spatial extent of the low DO waters is largely due to the amount of nutrients discharging
into the coastal ocean from the outflow of the MS River and the physical mechanisms
assist in the movement and persistence of the event. Results from this study show that the
spatial extent of the hypoxic waters in the MSAB could be more likely due to advective
sources accumulating water in certain areas so they are influenced by benthic and
biogeochemical oxygen demands rather than nutrient loading from any major riverine
source. Teasing apart the unique interactions in the MSAB are important to
understanding the circulation and development of eutrophication and hypoxia.
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The validation of the physical model has shown that the higher resolution CMA
atmospheric forcing has demonstrable impacts on the circulation and connectivity
between the sound and the bight. The msbROMS model can be used with relative
confidence to demonstrate physical processes happening within the MSB domain during
the January 2015 to December 2018 time period. The similarities between the ocean
dynamics seen in NARR forced solutions and the CMA24 forced solution (Figures 4.7 &
14.9) also highlight that CMA atmospheric forcing is capturing the high variability such
as the sea-land breeze circulation that strongly influences the dynamics, variability, and
estuarine-shelf exchange in the MSAB. The CONCORDE msbROMS model group
conducted several comparisons previous to the work reported here that reinforce this
conclusion. A more in-depth examination of the nuances of these SLB impacts on the
coastal circulation dynamics is underway and beyond the scope of this study.
Flushing times are challenging to quantify when sparse in situ data is available.
The demonstrated model skill in simulating salinity and temperature fields that the
validation process has revealed justifies applying the model for these dye tracer
experiments that allow for examining flushing times in depth. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the tracer experiments that use the same transport equations will give
accurate results. The msbROMS physical model can more accurately measure the
flushing times and can be used to extend and support analyses of in situ geochemical data
collected to study phenomena such as submarine groundwater discharge, a growing area
of research in the coastal oceans that experience hypoxia.
The simulations indicate that the northwestern sound and bight exhibit slower
flushing times than the rest of the domain overall for the summer. The areas of slower
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flushing time overlap with the areas of hypoxia hotspots indicated in Brunner et. al
(2006) and the surveys done by the LPC (Figure 2.4). The areas that are more prone to
hypoxia according to γ measurements indicate that the areas in shallower waters are more
likely to become hypoxic. These areas match with the hotspots indicated as well. The
slower flushing in those areas could be increasing chances of hypoxia formation as more
oxygen is respired out of the bottom waters the longer it remains unmixed by welloxygenated waters advected from elsewhere. The hypoxia hotspots occurring in the
shallower waters of the MSAB are in line with the differences in the relative role of
sediment respiration in shallower waters (Figure 2.3). Shallower waters see a larger
impact from sediment respiration than deeper waters leading to the benthos having a
greater impact on hypoxia formation in those areas (Fennel & Testa, 2019; Moriarty et
al., 2017, 2018). Observing the movement of water through flushing times could help
inform studies on the relative role of things like submarine groundwater discharge on
hypoxic areas in the MSAB. The effects of diurnal forcing on water column dynamics is
obvious from the combination of results shown in this study. The removal of diurnal
forcing slows flushing times, increases water column stability (Ri), and increases the
likelihood of hypoxia to occur in the hypoxic hotspots that have been identified in the
shallower waters along the barrier islands for both spring and summer. The depth-time
series at points around the domain indicate that there is a connection between removing
diurnal forcing and water column stability (Ri). This has implications for hypoxia as
diurnal forcing is being shown to mix the water column deeper at points near hypoxia
hotspots. The mixing can introduce well oxygenated waters and decrease likelihood of
hypoxia formation. Future studies to obtain a more quantitative analysis of this effect
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could be useful in understanding the MSAB hypoxic event and how it compares the
LA/TX shelf event.
The influence of diurnal variability of wind forcing on tidal inlet passes are
demonstrable but need further studies to fully access the impacts. At times, the inlets are
showing complete opposite current directions in the water column between CMA and
CMA24. This impacts the material exchange which in turn can impact the hypoxic
conditions of areas around the tidal inlets. Station 4: Petit Bois Pass and Station 5: Horn
Island are CONCORDE cruise samples that were near tidal inlets. In the summertime
(which experiences more hypoxia formation) the CMA24 forcing is shown to increase the
likelihood of hypoxia occurring at those two stations by a relatively larger factor than the
other stations around it. The water column stability time series show that removing the
diurnal forcing is increasing water column stability and slowing down the exchange of
waters in those areas which is affecting the formation of hypoxia.
The unique coastline and wind energy coming off the perpendicular coasts of LA
and MS affect the seasonal circulation in a variety of ways. The high-resolution CMA
atmospheric forcing created as input for the msbROMS model has offered a seasonal
outlook of the 2016 diurnal aspect of the SLB circulation. This is something that was
quite difficult to accomplish with the sparse in situ wind data provided by the buoys and
atmospheric stations in the area. The perpendicular shoreline shows that depending on the
season the land breezes start on either the Mississippi/Alabama coast or the Louisiana
coast and converge with winds coming from the ocean. This has impacts on the wind
stress curl that will further amplify the coastally-driven Ekman pumping offshore and
through the tidal inlet passes.
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Future Recommendations
With the physical ocean model validated the next generation of this model will couple
the biogeochemical and sediment modules to further understand the biogeochemical data
that is collected in this area. Having a higher resolution model coupled with a
biogeochemical module in the MSB region will be useful in demonstrating impacts on
oyster habitats, transport of oil and other pollutants, and aid in submarine groundwater
discharge investigations. It will also lend to exposing the differences between the hypoxia
events to the east of the bird foot delta and the LA/TX shelf events. Which will aid in
decision making on reducing nutrient loads. Overall, the higher resolution atmospheric
forcing of the msbROMS shows demonstrable impacts on the model’s performance and
can aid in future investigations into teasing apart the complicated coastal interactions that
are located in the Mississippi Sound and Bight.
The work done in this thesis offers the groundwork for using the model to investigate
diurnal influences on a host of biological, physical, and chemical influences in the
MSAB. Future work using the msbROMS model could include using the dye method of
flushing times to investigate oyster reef habitats. The results of MS Sound box flushing
times are in line with the location of established oyster reefs outside of Bay St. Louis, MS
(Milroy et al. 2021). Highlighting the diurnal forcing impacts on residence times in the
vicinity of oyster reefs can help coastal managers and researchers understand larval
settlement and recruitment for this important Mississippi Gulf Coast economic resource.
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APPENDIX A

Figure A.1 Exponential fit of the averages of the entire box, top 1 m and bottom 1m of
the Mississippi/Alabama Barrier Islands dye release over time. Gray shading is the error
associated with the averages of each section of the release.
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Figure A.2 Exponential fit of the averages of the entire box, top 1 m and bottom 1m of
the Mississippi Bight Box release over time. Gray shading is the error associated with the
averages of each section of the release. Note the bottom average is of the bottom 5m as
compared to the bottom 1m of the other dye releases.
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Figure A.3 Exponential fit of the averages of the entire box, top 1 m and bottom 1m of
the Mississippi/Alabama Barrier Islands dye release over time. Gray shading is the error
associated with the averages of each section of the release.
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Figure A.4 Exponential fit of the averages of the entire box, top 1 m and bottom 1m of
the Chandeluer Sound dye release over time. Gray shading is the error associated with
the averages of each section of the release.

Figure A.5 Difference figure (CMA – CMA24) of modeled flushing times based on the efolding method in the bottom 1 m of the Chandeluer Sound during the spring (a) and
summer (b) of 2016.
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Figure A.6 Discharge rates from USGS for a few major rivers in Mobile Bay and the
Mississippi Sound during the spring and summer flushing time twin dye runs.

Figure A.7 Averaged surface current vectors for the spring in the MS Sound and MS/AL
Barrier islands for CMA and CMA24. Note the small differences between the two forcing
at each tidal inlet.
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Figure A.8 Averaged bottom current vectors for the spring in the MS Sound and MS/AL
Barrier islands for CMA and CMA24. Note that seaward of the barrier islands has more
northward flow than the surface currents presented in Figure A6.
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Figure A.9 Wind roses of the winds over the MS/AL Barrier Island Box for the spring
2016 CONCORDE Cruise time frame (18 March 2016 – 24 April 2016) isolated over the
LBC and SBC time frames. The rings represent the frequency of time that winds blew
from a specific direction and the color bar represents wind speeds in m s-1.
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Figure A.10 Wind roses of winds over the MS/AL Barrier Island box for the summer
2016 CONCORDE Cruise time frame (14 July 2016 – 15 August 2016) isolated over the
LBC and SBC time frames. The rings represent the frequency of time that winds blew
from a specific direction and the color bar represents wind speeds in m s-1.
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Figure A.11 Wind roses of the winds over the MS Sound Box for the spring 2016
CONCORDE Cruise time frame (18 March 2016 – 24 April 2016) isolated over the LBC
and SBC time frames. The rings represent the frequency of time that winds blew from a
specific direction and the color bar represents wind speeds in m s-1.
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Figure A.12 Wind roses of winds over the MS Sound box for the summer 2016
CONCORDE Cruise time frame (14 July 2016 – 15 August 2016) isolated over the LBC
and SBC time frames. The rings represent the frequency of time that winds blew from a
specific direction and the color bar represents wind speeds in m s-1.
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Figure A.13 Wind roses of the winds over the Bight Box for the spring 2016
CONCORDE Cruise time frame (18 March 2016 – 24 April 2016) isolated over the LBC
and SBC time frames. The rings represent the frequency of time that winds blew from a
specific direction and the color bar represents wind speeds in m s-1.
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Figure A.14 Wind roses of winds over the Bight box for the summer 2016 CONCORDE
Cruise time frame (14 July 2016 – 15 August 2016) isolated over the LBC and SBC time
frames. The rings represent the frequency of time that winds blew from a specific
direction and the color bar represents wind speeds in m s-1.
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